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INTRODUCTION.

EDWARD HENRY PALMER, born at Cambridge in

1840,* and murdered by Bedouins in the Egyptian
desert in 1882, is one of the most romantic figures in

the history of Oriental studies. The story of his

humble origin, of the amazing flair for languages
which led to his

"
discovery

"
by the Fellows of

St. John's College, Cambridge, and of his subsequent

brilliant career, is too well known to need retelling.

At the age of thirty-one lie was appointed Lord

Almoner's Professor of Arabic in the University of

Cambridge, a Chair which it has within this decade

been thought proper to suppress, a curious circum-

stance in a country where the modern science of

Orientalism may be said to have been born.

It was while Palmer was engaged in cataloguing

the Islamic manuscripts preserved in the libraries

of King's and Trinity Colleges that his interest was

aroused by a short manual of the Sufi system of

theosophy, the Maqsad i aqsa or
"
Furthest Aim "

of 'Aziz ibn Muhammad al-Nasafl. In 1867, the

year of his graduation as a Bachelor of Arts, he

published the present little book, which he called
"
Oriental Mysticism

"
: in this he gave a summarized
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translation of Nasaffs treatise, working it up into

a form suitable for general reading. A careful

comparison of Palmer's
"
succinct account

"
with

the text of Nasafi shows that it is in reality no more

and no less than a version of carefully chosen para-

graphs of the original: the skill with which this

process has been conducted will be evident k> the

reader, who will find in this book a remarkably clear

and concise account of the theological and philo-

sophical basis of the Sufi system.

Of Nasafi himself virtually nothing is known

beyond the statements of the author of the Majdlis

al-'ushshaq, quoted by Rieu1 and followed by sub-

sequent writers, that he lived at Bukhara, but fled

before the invasion of Chinglz Khan, and died at

Abarquh, between Istakhr and Yezd, in 661/1263.

He wrote several fairly widely known works on

Sufism, including the Kashf al-haqaiq, an epitome

of the 400 volumes of the works of Najm al-Dln

Kubra's pupil, Sa'd al-Dln Humrnu'i.2 Nasafi quotes

Hummu'I in the Maqsad i aqsd, and there refers

to him as no longer living
3

: as Hummu'i died in

650/1253, the present work would appear to have

been written some time during the decade 1253-1263.

1
Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the British Museum,

p. 1095a.
2 So write Rieu and Eth4; Palmer (below, p. 27), Ivanow and

Brockelmann write Hamawi.
3 MS. 1.0. (Delhi Persian) 1193, fol. 33o.
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But in the same context Sadr al-Dln Rumi (sc.

Qonawl) is also quoted in terms which imply that he

is likewise dead: and Qonawl's death did not occur

until 672/1273.
1

The system which is here expounded is largely

based on the theosophical mysticism of the great

Ibn 'Arabl (560/1165-638/1240), whose Fusus al-

hikam Nasaf1 in one place quotes.
2 If it is permitted

to hazard a guess, it is possible that Nasaffs acquaint-

ance with Ibn 'Arabi's work was npt^directly/Jbased
jfic//&& dj^/fi4^4X4

on the perusal of the highly abstruse ongma but

derives from Qonawl's lectures on the Fusus, which

he may have attended, like Fakhr al-Dln 'Iraqi.
3

The central point of this system is the doctrine of

the Insjm^j^kamilf or Perfect Man, the microcosm

corresponding with the macrocosm, for whose being

the whole order of creation was designed. It is to

this conception that the Maqsad i aqsd gradually

leads up, and it is well summarized in a passage

1 The inconsistency may, of course, possibly bo duo to the

copyist inserting the usual pious formulae.

2
Below, p. 55. Palmer incorrectly renders the title

"
Investi-

gations ": fvqus means literally
"

bezels."

3
'Iraqi's Lama'dt was based on Qonawl's lectures: see Jami,

Nafahat al-uns, p. 702.

4 One of Nasafi's works, a collection of twenty-one tracts, is

called Insdn al-kamil ft ma'rifat al-ivafir : see G. Fliigel, Die ara-

bischen, perslacken und tiirkischen Handschriften . . . zu Wien,

vol. iii., pp. 430-438. For Jill's exposition of this doctrine, se$

R. A. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism, pp. 77-142.
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which Palmer mistranslates on page 57, but which

should read 1
:

"
If man could have existed without these

heavens, stars, elements, temperaments, plants,

animals, if he could have had life without end, none

of these things would have come into being; but

man could not have existed without these, neither

without these could he have attained life. There-

fore the object (maqsud) of all these is Man, and the

reason for the existence of all these other things
is solely the need of Man. Then how grand and

glorious a thing is Man !"

Nasafi wrote in Persian: Palmer is mistaken in

saying that the book was originally composed in

Turkish, and translated into Persian by Khwarazim

Shah2
(!). His language is clear and free from am-

biguity: the original itself has been published in

lithograph at Teheran.3 Palmer's epitome is admir-

ably calculated to serve as a general introduction to

the study of a subject around which a vast literature

has grown up since his untimely death.

A. J. ARBERRY.

1 MS. Delhi Persian 111)3, fol. 4f>a.

2
I^ajjl Khalifa, vi., p. 90, states that Nasafi's Persian original

was translated into Arabic by al-Khwarazm! (d. 835/1431); but

he is confusing the present work with another book of the same

title but totally different contents: see Rieu, op. cit., p. 1446.

Palmer's misstatement is on p. ix, n. 1.

3 See W. Ivanow, Concise Descriptive Catalogue of the Persian

Manuscripts in the . . , Asiatic Society of Bengal, p. 565.
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TRANSLATION.

SIRE,

From a feeling of profound admiration

for the munificent encouragement given to Oriental

studies throughout YOUR MAJESTY'S Empire, I have

solicited the honour of dedicating to YOUR MAJESTT

this attempt to contribute towards a better under-

standing of the Philosopher Poetg of the East. The

noble Institutions of France for the promotion of
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those studies (some of which it has been my privilege

to attend), and the Illustrious Names that adorn

them, will make YOUR MAJESTY'S reign long re-

membered as the brightest Era in European Orien-

talism.

I have the honour to remain,

SIRE,

YOUR MAJESTY'S

most obedient and humble Servant,

E. H. PALMER.

Dated BAMAZAN,

(January, 1867, A..)



PKEFACE.

THE following work is founded upon a Persian MS.

treatise by 'Aziz bin Mohammed Nafasi
1

,
but I have

endeavoured to give a clearer and more succinct

account of the system than would have been afforded

by a mere translation. The term Stiff is derived

from the Arabic word suf "wool," in allusion to

the dress adopted by the Dervishes, who are the

master and teachers of the sect
;
the similarity to

the Greek cro^o? appears to be merely accidental.

The system of the Sufis consists in endeavouring

i TheMakMd i A ted or " Remotest Aim." Vide Ifajji Khalfa,
ed. Flugel, Vol. VI. p. 90. This work was originally written in

Turkish and translated into Persian by KHw&razlm Shah. Some

fragments of it were edited in Turkish and Latin by A. MilHer,

Brandenburg, 1663. The copy I have made use of forms part of

a volume containing miscellaneous Persian and Turkish treatises

on Philosophical and Religious subjects, presented by Adam Bowen

to the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge. It ia marked

B. 13. 32. in the Catalogue.
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to reconcile Philosophy with Revealed Religion,

and in assigning a mystical and allegorical interpre-

tation to all religious doctrines and precepts. These

tenets are found principally among the Shi'ites, or

followers of 'Ali, and appear to have existed in Is-

lamism from its very foundation
;

indeed 4he ex-

pression of the Cora*n,
" I am the Truth

"
(Hacc), is

the first principle of the system. They may be con-

sidered as forming the esoteric doctrine of that

creed \ Steering a mid course between the panthe-

ism of India on the one hand and the deism of the

Cora*n on the other, the Sufis' cult is the religion of

beauty, where heavenly perfection is considered un-

der the imperfect type of earthly loveliness. Their

principal writers are the lyric poets, whose aim is to

elevate mankind to the contemplation of spiritual

things, through the medium of their most impres-

sionable feelings. This habit of contemplation, which

is so constantly inculcated by them, requiring as it

docs retirement and seclusion for its due exercise,

inclines the followers of the system somewhat to-

wards asceticism, but in countries where luxury is

the idol of the many, we may not unnaturally look

1 Cf. La Po&M phttosophiquc et religieutt chez lea Persaru, par

M. Garcin de Tassy, p. 3.
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for a protest against it in the tendencies of the few.

My present intention is merely to give an exposition

of the system ;
its origin and history I reserve for a

future work, in which I hope to prove that Sufiism is

really the development of the Primaeval Religion of

the A^yan race. The Ahl i wahdat form a branch of

Sufiism, rather than a separate sect of Theosophists ;

they insist upon the Universality and Unity of God.

I have translated the title "Unitarian," although I

am sensible that misapprehension may arise in con-

sequence of its current application to the professors of

a particular form of modern belief. I should have pre-

ferred the use of some such term as Monopantachists

had I possessed sufficient courage or position to

warrant me in coining so formidable an epithet.

The term may be generally understood of those

Mussulmans, who, though pursuing philosophical

enquiry, refuse to subscribe unreservedly to all the

metaphysical doctrines of the Stiffs.

The expression zdt i Khudd, "the Nature of

God," by which the Persians designate the very

essence and being of the Deity, would, perhaps

(according to the general use of the word zdt in con-

struction with a proper name), be more idiomati-

cally rendered "God Himself;" but as this treatise
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professes to deal in exactitudes investigated from an

Oriental point of view, I have preferred keeping

to the original idiom as moro definitely expressing

the idea.

In conclusion, I have only to acknowledge my
obligation to Mr C. A. Hope, of St John's College,

for his valuable assistance afforded me in preparing

this book for the press.

E. H. PALMER.

ST JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE,
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ORIENTAL MYSTICISM.

Thy prayer-mat stain with wine, if so

The Magian's favour thou canst win,

For travellers in the land should know
The ways and customs of the iuu.

HAFIZ.

THE verse above quoted, like most Oriental poetic Jntroduc-
1

, .
tion.

writings, is susceptible of a mystical and much higher

interpretation than appears from a merely superficial

perusal. It is peculiarly illustrative of the allego-

rical form under which the intellectual life of the

Religious Philosopher is treated by the Persians,

namely that of a journey, the ultimate object of

which is the knowledge of the Infinite Majesty of

God; a plan similar to that adopted with reference

to the moral life by our own John Bunyan in the

Pilgrim's Progress. At the outset of their treatises

the term Traveller is applied to the intellectual man

only, but the word is afterwards used in a more
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general sense, just as in Christian writings man is

not unfrequently called a Wayfarer ;
it becomes often

identical with Disciple. M. Garcia de Tassy, in a

work already referred to in the preface, has very

appropriately quoted a verse of St Thomas illus-

trating this point :

Ecce panis angeloram

Fctu8 cibiw viatvrum*

To an elucidation of this system, and the

terms employed therein, the following pages are de-

voted ; but to avoid breaking the continuity of the

account, I have endeavoured to present an epitome

of the Oriental Mystic Philosophy from the point ot

view taken by the Mohammedan writers, from whom

my information is chiefly derived. I must therefore

premise that any dogmatical statements that may
occur in the course of the work are not to be con-

sidered as enunciations of my own opinion, but as an

exposition of the views of those whose system I am

attempting to expound.

The first part will contain an explanation of, 1,

The terms Traveller, Road, Inns or Stages, and Goal.

2, The words Law, Doctrine, Truth, and the Perfect

Man, according to the Oriental definition of them.

3, What is meant by Fellowship, Renunciation, At-

traction and Devotion.
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The second, the Sufiistic account of, 1, Tho

Nature ; 2, The Attributes ; 3, The Works of God ;

4, The Four Universal Sources.

The third, a definition of, 1, The Saintly; 2, The

Prophetic Office.

The fourth, a dissertation on the Influence of

Early Prejudice upon Belief.

The fifth, the Study of Man.

For the benefit of those who study oriental

poetry I have added an Appendix, containing a glos-

sary of allegorical and technical terms in use among
the Sufiistic writers.



PART I.

CHAPTER I.

OF TUE TRAVELLER, THE GOAL, THE STAGES, AND
THE ROAD.

The Tra- THE Traveller in the path of mystic philosophy
veller '

is the Perceptive Sense, which as it becomes further

developed results in Intelligence, not however the

intelligence of life, but such as is described in the

words of Mohammed, "Intelligence is light in the

heart, distinguishing between truth and vanity, not

the intelligence of life." After a time our traveller

merges into Divine Light, but of the thousands who
start upon the road scarcely one attains thereunto.

The Goal. The Goal is the Knowledge of God, and the ac-

quisition of this knowledge is the work of Divine

Light alone, Perception or worldly intelligence having
no lot or portion therein. The latter is represented

as the sovereign of this world, and the perceptive

faculties are the executive officers of his rule, to

whom both the cultivation >nd devastation of the

face of the earth is due. The idea is
suggested by

the following passage of the Cor&n : "*VJi^en God
said to the angels, I am about to place a

^
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iu the earth, they said, Wilt thou place therein one

who shall commit abomination and shed blood?

Nay ;
we celebrate Thy praise and holiness. God

answered them, Verily I know what ye wot not of?

(Cor. cap. 2, v. 28.) Which answer implies that God
knew that although such might even be the conduct

of the bulk of mankind, there would still be some
who should receive the Divine Light and attain to a

knowledge of Him; so that it is clear that the object Object of

of the creation of existent beings was that God
phfo^jnfo.

should be known. Existence was made for man, and <i
uiry

man for the knowledge of God. To the same purport
is the answer given to David,

" David enquired and

said, Oh Lord ! why hast thou created mankind ?

God said, I am a hidden treasure, and I would fain

become known 1
." The business of the Traveller then

is to exert himself and strive to attain to the Divine

light, and so to the knowledge of God; and this is

to be achieved by associating with the wise. The

received notion of the "stages" in the "road," in- The stages

volves a paradox, the disciple who asks concerning J2^
the

them being told that there is not even a single stage,

nay more, not even a road at all. This statement is

differently explained by two sects, the Sufis and the

Ahl i Wahdat, whom I shall call the Unitarians. The

Sufis say that there is no road from man to God,

because the nature of God is illimitable and infinite,

without beginning or en^or even direction. There

is not a single atom of existent things with which

1 Cf . Sale's Goran, Preliminary Discourse, p. 97.
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God is not and which God does not comprise: "Are

they not in doubt concerning the union with their

Lord ? doth he not comprise everything?" (Cor. cap.

42, v. 54.) Nor is there aught that he does not com-

prehend with his knowledge: "Verily God compre-
hendeth all things with his knowledge." (Cor. cap.

42, v. 54.) The Traveller who has not attained to

this Divine Light can have no lot or portion with

God, but those who have reached it gaze always

upon His face
; they go not forth by day and retire

not to rest at night without an abashed consciousness

that God is present every where; for with Him they

live, and in Him they act.

The whole universe compared with the majesty
of God is as a drop in the ocean, nay infinitely less

than this. But Perception or Intelligence can never

lead to this conviction, or reveal this glorious mys-

tery; that is the province of the Divine Light alone.

Such is the Sufiistic explanation of the proposition,
" There is no road from man to God.

1*

Unitarian The Unitarians interpret it as follows. They

U^ofTh*"^
10^ thatfexistence * no* independent, but is of God ;

preceding, that besides the existence of God there is no real

existence, nor can there possibly be : for
tl^rt

which

exists not, cannot exist of itself, but that which does

exist, exists of itself, and that which is self-existent is

God
When man imagines that he has an existence

other than the existence of God he falls into a griev-

ous error and sin; yet this error and sin is the only
road from man to God; for until the Traveller has
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passed over this he cannot reach God. A certain

Sufi poet has said,

Plant one foot on the neck of self,

The other in thy Friend's domain

In everything His presence see,

For other vision is in vain.

That is, whilst you are looking up to self you cannot

see God, but when you are not looking up to self all

that you see is God. Such is the Unitarian solution

of the proposition that " there is no road from man
to God/' namely that the error of imagining an exist-

ence separate from God is the only road to Him;
the stages on this road are innumerable, and some

philosophers even assert, that it has no end.

CHAPTER II.

OF LAW, DOCTRINE AND TRUTH.

THE Law is the word of the Prophet, the Doctrine Definition

is the example of the Prophet, and the Truth is the *

*f
*

vision of the Piophet. This follows from the Hadis 1

,
and Truth.

"My words are Law, my example is Doctrine, my
state is Truth." The Traveller must first learn the

theory of the Law, and act up to the practice of the

Doctrine, by which means the Truth will become

manifest in him. Those who possess all these three

things are the Perfect, and these are the leaders

of the people; but those who are deficient in all

are lower than the brutes
;
these are the wretches

1 The sayings of Mohammed are so called.
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referred to in.thfiJGoran: "Verily we have created

for Hell many of mankind and of the genii; hearts

have they and understand not, eyes have they and

see not, ears have they and hear not; they are like

unto the beasts of the field, nay more perverse, for

they are the negligent." (Cor. cap. 7, v. 178.) From
this we learn that each is Hound to fulfil his duty
in his allotted sphere.

of the 8U- The superficial has no credit without the real,

and the Mankind in reality is man
;
the animal kingdom in

real *

reality is animal. By reality is meant the possession

and employment of the qualities naturally appertain-

ing to the order to which the individual belongs.

Thus the wise man knows all, sees all, and works

with all; for otherwise the business of the world

would not go on. Teachers also work in their way
for the same reason. But Rulers work not, or other-

wise the harmony of the world would be disturbed.

The object v The final object of Law, Doctrine and Truth

Doctrine is that mankind should speak aright, act aright, and
and Truth. think aright, or, in other words, become wise and

good. The object is threefold : first, that man may
not become like the brute he should receive the

command and prohibition of Scripture, and obey the

same. This he must confirm in his heart and confess

with his tongue. Secondly, that he may be adorned

with grace and piety he should associate with the

wise, and strive earnestly to know and understand

the unity of God. Thirdly, that he may become

accomplished he should, after the knowledge of God,

learn the nature and properties of material objects.
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When thus accomplished the Traveller may be con-

sidered as adorned with Law, Doctrine and Truth.

But all the foregoing theory is useless without Marks and

practice ;
the Traveller cannot arrive at the goal un-

less he combines theory with practice, superficiality
cr

f
f Due-

with reality ;
for the Goran says,

" and righteous

actions shall raise him." (Cor. cap. 35, v. 11.) Now
the actions constituting this practice are ten in num-

ber. 1. Search after God, which is the object of all

striving and conflict. JJ. Search after Wisdom, the

guide without whom it is impossible to find the road.

3. Inclination towards the wise
;
that is, the Tra-

veller should frequent the society of the wise and sit

as a disciple at their feet. This inclination is the

strong steed that bears him on his way. *-. Obe-

dience. The Traveller should in everything be obe-

dient and submissive to the wise, both in reference to

the affairs of this world and the next. J), Renunci-

ation. He must renounce trifling, and at the bidding
of the elder even give up all that he has to his care,

forsaking his most favourite pursuits, unless they
meet with the approbation of his superior. J3. Piety.

He must be pious and continent, in word and deed

and mode of life, complying with the dictates of

the Law and the Scriptures. 7.- Submission. The

serenity of the Traveller's path is the result of sub-

mission to the Law. S.^Eeticence. To speak little.

9. Vigilance. To sleep little. 10. Temperance. To

eat little. These are the marks which determine the

practice of the followers of the Doctrine, ten fierce

dragons in the Traveller's path to keep him from
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swerving in the direction of sin. If he assiduously

follow them under the direction of the wise he ulti-

mately reaches his Goal, and the Truth is made ma-

nifest in him; but if he be deficient in one only
he can never arrive at his destination.

Marks and There are also ten marks which determine the

the follow- practice of the followers of Truth. 1. That the

era of Traveller should know God first, and subsequently the

nature and properties of material objects. 2. That

he should be at peace with all the world, and refrain

from all contradiction and opposition. According to

the mother from whom he is born into the community
each receives a different patronymic; thus one is

called a Hanefite, one a Shafiite
1

,
one a Pagan, one a

Jew, and another a Mussulman; but the true philoso-

pher recognises in each a weak and helpless being
like himself, he sees in each a fellow-searcher after

God. 3. Charity towards all. Charity is that course

of action and teaching which benefits our fellows both

temporally and spiritually. Now real charity con-

sists in the employment of counsel and discipline.

Teachers should employ counsel that men may be

improved; rulers should employ discipline for the

1 The HaneBtes are the followers of Abti Hanifa, one of the

principal authorities for the traditional law. His doctrines are

esteemed chiefly among the Turks.
'

The Shafiites are those who follow the tenets taught by Abu
Abdallah Mohammed ben Idrfs, al Sha"fi'i, who was descended from

the family of Mohammed. Salah-wMin (Saladin) founded a college

for the exclusive propagation of his doctrines at Cairo. A beautiful

mosque to his memory also exipts at HertCt, in Khorassan. Both

Beets are considered perfectly orthodox by the Musgulina'na.
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regulation and well-being of society. -L Humility ;

this consists in paying due respect to others. 5. Sub-

mission and resignation. 6. Trust in God, patience,
endurance and perseverance. 7. Freedom from ava-

rice
; for avarice is the mother of vice. 8. Content-

ment. 9. Inoffensiveness. 10. Conviction; for the

Truth brings conviction with it.

Such are the marks, and such is the practice of

the followers of Truth
;
and until the Traveller shall

have thoroughly penetrated the inmost depths of

wisdom, and shall have completed the journey to

and in God, these marks and qualities will not be

made manifest in him.

CHAPTER IIL

CONCERNING THE PERFECT MAN, AND THE
PERFECTLY FREE MAN.

THE Perfect Man is he who has fully comprehended The Per-

the Law, the Doctrine and the Truth; or, in other fect Man -

words, he who is endued with four things in perfection ;

viz. 1. Good words; 2. Good-d^eds; 3. Good principles; \

4. The sciences. It is the business of the Traveller

to provide himself with these things in perfection,

and by so doing he will provide himself with perfec-

tion.

The Perfect Man has had various other names other titles

assigned to him, all equally applicable, viz. Elder,

Leader, Guide, Inspired Teacher, Wise, Virtuous,

Perfect, Perfecter,
lBeacon and Mirror of the world,

1 In Persian Jdm i Jehdn numd, the fabled cup of Jemshtd, in
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Powerful Antidote, Mighty Elixir, 'Isa the Raiser of

the Dead, Khizar the Discoverer of the Water of Life,

and Solomon who knew the language of Birds.

The Universe has been likened to a single per-

son, of whom the Perfect Man is the Soul
;
and again,

to a tree, of which mankind is the fruit, and the

Perfect Man the pith and essence. Nothing is hid-

den from the Perfect Man; for after arriving at the

knowledge of God, he has attained to that of the

nature and properties of material objects, and can

henceforth find no better employment than acting
His busi-

'

mercifully towards mankind. Now there is no mercy
i better than to devote oneself to the perfection and

improvement of others, both by precept and ex-

ample. Thus the Prophet is called in the Goran " a

mercy to the Universe." (Cor. cap. 21, v. 107.) But

with all his perfection the Perfect Man cannot com-

pass his desires, but passes his life in consistent and

unavoidable self-denial: he is perfect in knowledge
'' and principle, but imperfect in faculty and power.

Perfection There have indeed been Perfect Men possessed of
not incom- * jiii-i i i

patible power; such power as that which resides in kings
and rulers; yet a careful consideration of the poor
extent of man's capacities will shew that his weakness

is preferable to his power, his want of faculty pre-

ferable to his possession of it. Prophets and saints,

kings and sultans, have desired many things, and

failed to obtain them; they have wished to avoid

which were reflected all passing events ; and 'A lua e Jchdn-numd,

the mirror of Alexander the Great, said to have possessed the same

singular properties.
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many things, and have had them forced upon them.

Mankind is made up of the Perfect and the Imperfect,
of the Wise and the Foolish, of 'Kings and Subjects,

but all are alike weak and helpless, all pass their

lives in a manner contrary to their desires
;
this the

Perfect Man recognises and acts upon, and, knowing
that n9thing is better for man than renunciation,

forsakes all and becomes free and at leisure. As
before he renounced wealth and dignity, so now he

foregoes eldership and teachership, esteeming free-

dom and rest above everything: the fact is, that

though the motive alleged for education and care of

others is a feeling of compassion and a regard for

discipline, yet the real instigation is the love of dig-

nity: as the Prophet says, "The last thing that is

removed from the chiefs of the righteous is love of

dignity." I have said that the Perfect Man should The Per-

be endued with four things in perfection: now the Fre/Man.

Perfectly Free Man should have four additional cha-

racteristics, viz. renunciation, retirement, content-

ment, and leisure. He who has the first four is

virtuous, but not free : he who has the whole eight

is perfect, liberal, virtuous, and free. Furthermore,
there are two grades of the Perfectly Free those The two

who have renounced wealth and dignity only, and
[

ad
p* r

of

those who have further renounced eldership and fectlyFree.

teachership, thus beconiing free and at leisure. These

again are subdivided into two classes
;

those who,
after renunciation, retirement and contentment, make
choice of obscurity, and those who, after renunciation,

make choice of submission, contemplation and resig-
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nation; but tlu. object of both is the same. Some
writers assort that freedom and leisure consists in

the former course, while others maintain that it is

only to bo found in the latter.

Those* who make choice of obscurity are actuated

by tho knowledge that annoyance and distraction of

thought are the invariable concomitants of ^society;

they therefore avoid receiving visits and presents,

and fear them as they would venomous beasts. The
other class, who adopt submission, resignation and

contemplation, do so because they perceive that

mankind for the most part are ignorant of what is

good for thorn, being dissatisfied with what is bene-

ficial, and delighted with circumstances that are

h.'innful to them; as the Goran says, "Perchance ye \

may dislike what is good for you, and like what is

hurtful to you." (Cor. cap. 2. v. 213.) For this rea-

son they retire from society equally with the other

class, caring little what the world may think of them.

The eminent Sufis are divided in opinion as to which

of these two courses is to be preferred, ,

CHAPTER IV.

CONCERNING FELLOWSHIP AND DENUNCIATION.

Fellow- FELLOWSHIP has many qualities and effects both of
sll|> *

good and evil. The fellowship of the wise is the

only thing that can conduct the Traveller safely to

the Goal; therefore all the submission, earnestness

and discipline that have been hitherto inculcated

are merely in order to render him worthy of such
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fellowship. Provided he have the capacity, a single

day, nay, a single hour, in the society of the wise

tends more to his improvement than years of self-

discipline without it.
"
Verily one day with th}

Lord is better than a
y
thousand years." (Cor. can. 22,

v. 46.)

"
'

'

It is,however possible to frequent the society of

the wise without receiving any benefit therefrom,

but this must proceed either from want of capacity
or want of will In order then to avoid such a re-

sult, the Sufis have laid down the following rules for

the conduct of the disciple when in the presence of

his teachers.

Hear, attend, but speak little. Rules to

Never answer a question not addressed to you; but e(j faHn-*""

if asked, answer promptly and concisely, never te
.

rcou

feeling ashamed to say,
"
I know not." ders.

Do not dispute for disputation's sake.

Never boast before your elders.

Never seek the highest place, nor even accept it if

it be offered to you.

Do not be over-ceremonious, for this will compel

your elders to act in the same manner towards

you, and give them needless annoyance.
Observe in all cases the etiquette appropriate to the

time, place and persons present.

In indifferent matters, that is, matters involving no

breach of duty by their omission or commission,

conform to the practice and wishes of those with

whom you are associating.
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Do not make a practice of anything which is not

either a duty or calculated to increase the com-

fort of your associates; otherwise it will become

an idol to you; and it is incumbent on every one

to break his idols and renounce his habits.

Kenuncia- This leads us to the subject of Renunciation,
turn. which is of two kinds, exiexad: and internal The

former is the renunciation of worldly wealth; the

latter, the renunciation of worldly desires. Every-

thing that hinders or veils the Traveller's path must

be renounced, whether it relate to this world or the

next. Wealth and dignity are great hindrances;

but too much praying and fasting are often hin-

drances too.v/ The one is a shroud of darkness, the

other a veil of light. The Traveller must renounce

idolatry, if he desire to reach the Goal, and every-

thing that bars his progress is an idol. All men
have some idol, which they worship ;

with one it is

wealth and dignity, with another overmuch prayer

arid fasting. If a man sit always upon his prayer-*

carpet his prayer-carpet becomes his idol. And so

on with a great number of instances. x
.

What Renunciation must not be performed without the

wlfat*

and
advice and permission of an elder. It should be the

ought not /renunciation of trifles, not of necessaries, such as

uounced. food, clothing and dwelling-place, which are indis-

pensable to man; for without them he would be

obliged to rely on the aid of others, and this would

beget avarice, which is "the mother of vice." (a he

renunciation of necessaries produces as corrupting
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an influence upon the mind as the possession of too

much wealth?^) The greatest of blessings is to have

a sufficiency, but to over-step this limit is to gain

nought but additional trouble.

Renunciation is the practice of those who know Renuncia-

God, and the characteristic mark of the wise. Every
individual fancies that he alone possesses this know-

ledge, but knowledge is an attribute of the mind,

and there is no approach from unaided sense to the

attributes of the mind, by which we can discover

who is, or who is not, possessed of this knowledge.

Qualities however are the sources of action; there-

fore a man's practice is an infallible indication of

the qualities he possesses; if, for instance, a man
asserts that he is a baker, a carpenter, or a black-

smith, we can judge at once if he possesses skill in

these crafts by the perfection of his handiwork.

In a word, theory is internal, and practice external,

the presence of the practice, therefore, is a proof that
,

the theory too is there.

Renunciation is necessary to the real confession Appiica-

of faith; for the formula "There is no God but{SL
ftW

God," involves two things/negation and proof. Ne-

gation is the renunciation of other Gods, and proof is

the knowledge of God. Wealth and dignity have led

many from the right path, they are the gods the

people worship; if then you see that one has re-

nounced these, you may be sure that he has expelled

the love of this world from his heart, and com-

pleted the negation; and whosoever has attained to

the knowledge of God has completed the proofs.
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This is really confessing that " there is no God but

God ;" and he who has not attained to the knowledge
of God, has never really repeated the confession of

faith. Early prejudices are a great stumblingblock
to many people; for the first principles of Mono-
theism are contained in the words of the Hadis:
"
Every one is born with a disposition [for the true

faith], but his parents make him a Jew, a Christian,

or a Magian." The Unitarians also say, that the real

confession of faith consists in negation and proof;

but they explain negation by renunciation of self,

and proof by acknowledgement of God.
Condu- Thus, according to the Sufis, confession of faith,
Blon '

prayer and fasting contain two distinct features,

namely, form and truth
;
the former being entirely

inefficacious without the latter. Renunciation and
the knowledge of God are like a tree; the know-

ledge of God is the root, renunciation the branches,
and all good principles and qualities are the fruit.

To sum up, the lesson to be learnt is that in repeat-

ing the formula the Traveller must acknowledge in

his heart that God only always was, God only al-

ways will be. This world and the next, nay, the

very existence of the Traveller, may vanish, but God
alone remains. This is the true confession of faith

;

and although the Traveller before was blind, the

moment he is assured of this his eyes are opened,
and he seeth.
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CHAPTER Y.

CONCERNING ATTRACTION AND DEVOTION.

THE Sufis hold that there are three aids necessary
to conduct the Traveller on his path.

1. Attraction ;
2. Devotion

;
3. Elevation.

Attraction is the act of God, who draws man Attrac-

towards Himself. Man sets his face towards this
tlon *

world, and is entangled in the love of wealth and

dignity, until the grace of God steps in and turns

his heart towards God. Tfe.e_ tend$noy,_proceeding

from, God is.. called Attraction; that which proceeds
from man is called Inclination, Desire and Love.

As the inclination increases, its name changes, and inclina-

it causes the Traveller to renounce everything else

becoming a Kiblah, to set his face towards God
;

when it has become his Kiblah, and made him forget

everything but God, it is developed into Love.

Most men when they have attained this stage
are content to pass their lives therein, and leave the

world without making further progress. Such a

person the Sufis call Attracted
(c-^j^sr*

3

).

Others, however, proceed from this to self-exami-

nation, and pass the rest of their lives in devo-

tion. They are then called Devoutly Attracted

If devotion be first practised, and

the attraction of God then step in, such a person

is called an Attracted Devotee (<^xs?cLJJUO. ^
he practise and complete devotion, but is not
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influenced by the attraction of God, he is called a

Devotee (cJJL).

Sheikh Sheh&b-uddfn l

,
in his work entitled 'Awd

rifal Mci&rif, says that an elder or teacher should

be selected from the second class alone
;
for although

many may be estimable and righteous, it is but few

who are fit for such offices, or for the education of

disciples
2

.

Devotion. Devotion is the prosecution of the journey, and

that in two ways, to God and in God. The first,

the Sufis say, has a limit
;
the second is boundless

;

the journey to God is completed when the Traveller

has attained to the knowledge of God
;
and then

commences the journey in God, which has for its

object the knowledge of the Nature and Attributes

of God ;
a task which they confess is not to be accom-

plished in so short a space as the lifetime of man.

The knowledge wisest men have shared

Of Thy great power and Thee

la less, when with Thyself compared,

Than one drop in a sea.

The Unitarians maintain that the journey to God
is completed when the Traveller has acknowledged
that there is no existence save that of God

;
the

journey in God they explain to be a subsequent

inquiry into the mysteries of nature.

1 ShihaVud-dm Abu Hafs Omar bin Mohammed bin Abdallah,

Soharawerdi, died A.D. 1106. See Hajji Khdlfa, Vol. iv. p. 275.

* j r* murid ia properly one who possesses the Inclination

tJ\\ before mentioned.
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The term Elevation or ascent
(~j.fr)

is almost Eievatiotl

synonymous with Progress, and will be explained in
r 8CeD '

that part of the work which treats of the study of

Man.

CHAPTER VL

CONCERNING COUNSEL.

ALL counsel may be summed up in the simple Counsel,

words, My friend, rely not on life, health, or riches.

Nothing over which the firmament of heaven re-

volves maintains an unchanged existence, but every
hour assumes some new form. Every moment a

fresh picture is presented to the view
;
and one

appearance is scarce complete ere another super-

venes, obliterating all traces of the first, as wave

follows wave upon the shore. No wise man would

seek to build his house upon the waves, or hope to

find a foundation for it there. To quote the words

of Hafiz :

In hope's unstable palace no foundations shalt thou find,

Then seize the passing hour, for life but rests upon the wind.

The wisest of mankind are those who have re-

nounced all worldly desires, and chosen the calm

and peaceful lot of a recluse's life. Behind every

pleasure lurk twenty pains ;
far better is it then to

forego one fleeting joy and spare oneself a lifetime

of regret. Life, health, riches, and happiness, may
be our portion to-day ;

but God alone knows what

the morrow may bring forth.
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CHAPTER I.

CONCERNING THE NATURE OF GOD.

The necea- THE Sufis consider it an axiom that the world must

cjL&Jr*
have had a Creator- They affirm that He is ne >

recognized. Ancient, First and Last, the End and Limit of all

things, Incomparable, Unchangeable, Indivisible, and

Immaterial, not subject to the laws of time, place

or direction ; possessing the attributes of holiness,

and exempt from all opposite qualities. In this

Sufiistic their account agrees with the opinion of the Oriental

Hi^Na- thinking world in general ;
but they further assert

ture. that He is Infinite and Illimitable, by which they
mean not only without beginning or end, but also

without determinate position of time, place, or di-

rection. The Nature of God, according to them, is

an infinite and illimitable light, a boundless and

fathomless Ocean, compared with which the entire

universe is more insignificant than a drop of water

His Omni- in the sea. There is no single atom of existent

presence. ^e jngg which God does not pervade, comprise and

comprehend. God is always near to man, but mail
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is always far from God, because he is not aware of

His proximity. The proximity of God to all created His prox

beings is the same, for the highest and lowest are imity

alike in His sight. The light of God is the only

thing that can reveal this proximity to the Traveller.

There are three grades of proximity to God which

are out ,of the reach of human Intelligence: the

proximity of Time, Place and Attributes. We can

say, for instance, that Mohammed was nearer our

own time than Christ; that the moon is nearer

to the earth than the planet Jupiter; that Bayazid
Bist&mi 1 more closely resembled Mohammed in qua-
lities than did any even of the Prophet's contempo-
raries

; but we cannot predicate this proximity of God.

The verse of the Coran,
" He is with you wherever

you are
"

(Cor. cap. 57, v. 4), alludes to this myste-
rious proximity. Intelligence has no road to the dis- discover-

covery of it, but when its majesty has overshadowed JL the

the Illuminati, they perceive that in the sight of God Ma

Saints and Prophets, unbelievers and heretics, the

loftiest of mankind and the meanest of brutes, are

alike compared yrith Him. This is their explanation
of the passage

" Thou wilt see no distinction in the

Creation of the Merciful One" (Cor. cap. 67, v. 8), and
" God's is the East and the West, and wherever you
turn your faces God is there/' (Cor. cap. 2, v. 109.)

The Traveller who has discovered this proximity

possesses the one thing needful, and has completed
the journey to God, but until he shall have over-

1 An eminent Sufi philosopher and poet. See Sprenger, Journal

As. S. of Bengal, 1856, p. 134.
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come the restraints of time and place his steps can

never border on the threshold of Eternity. Eter-

Etemity. ufty, iu ^he Sufii stic sense, is the primal element of

Cosmos, arid takes in at one glance both past and

future time. This idea is contained in the words of

the Hadfs: "There is no morning or evening with

thy Lord." The passage in the Goran " Oh assembly
of genii and men! if ye are able to pass out of the

confines of Heaven, then pass out of them; but yo
will do so only by the authority which God giveth

you/' (Cor. cap. 5.5, v. 33), points to the Majesty of

Him of whose proximity we are speaking.
Solution of This Sufiistic account of the nature and prox-
Questums . / n i

arising out imlty * ^cxl gives riM t<> many questions amongst
f the Sufi- their disciples. For instance, "In what way is the

count. nature of God infinite and illimitable, in reference

to the sensible and invisible world separately con-

sidered?" The answer, however, follows plainly from

the previous statements. For since the nature of

God is infinite and illimitable, and no notion of time,

place, or direction attaches to it, it is equally above

the highest conception of the invisible world, and

below the lowest material object of the sensible

world. Again, their statement concerning the prox-

imity of God to all things alike, and His comprising
and comprehending all things, seems irreconcileable

with any conception that human intelligence can

form of His Nature. This objection they meet by
the following physical illustration.

Physical Earth is dense, water compared with earth is
illustration

subtle, air is more subtle than water, fire is more
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subtle than air; and the subtle occupies a higher of the fore-

position in the scale of creation than the dense.

Now although each of these four elements occupies a

distinct position in nature they are susceptible of

commixture, and are determined the one by the other.

If, for instance, a vessel be completely filled with

earth there will still be space for water, and when it

will contain no more water it will still admit of the

introduction of air, and when it will contain no more

air it will still admit of the introduction of fire
;
the

comprehensive and penetrating capacities of each be-

ing in proportion to their relative densities. It will

now be observed that there is no particle of the earth

in the vessel but is commingled with the water, arid

so on of the other three elements, each occupying its

distinct and proper position according to its density.

It is from the proper gradation and arrangement of

these four elements in the world that the phenomena
of nature arise

;
but they are nevertheless suscepti-

ble of commixture and conjunction. This again may
be proved by experiment If one thrust his hand

into water it is moistened and not burnt, if into fire

it is burnt and not moistened, but if he thrust it into

boiling water it is both moistened and burnt, thereby

proving that these two elements are susceptible of

commixture and conjunction. That the four ele-

ments do occupy their distinct and proper positions

in nature, is evident from the premises concerning

their relative densities, for the denser cannot disturb

or confine the more subtle. If all this be possible

then in the case of material elements, how much
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more possible is it in the case of the nature of God,
which is immaterial and indivisible !

Further Another and closer illustration is that taken from

of the same the connection of the human soul with the body,
from pay- The soul is conjoined with the body, and does not

merely reside in it
;
so that there is no atom of the

corporeal frame distinct from or not pervade^, com-

prised and comprehended by it. The limbs may be

separated one by one, and the body itself evien cut

into pieces without any wound or hurt accruing to

the soul
;
for the body, which is the denser of the

two, cannot disturb or confine the soul, which is the

more subtle. In like manner the Nature of God

pervades, comprises and comprehends everything,
and is incapable of being disturbed or confined by
anything.

The Subtle Again, since the Nature of God is infinitely sub-

Cod^" tie, nothing can ever veil or conceal it
;
for the more

subtle a thing is the greater is its capacity for pene-
tration. Thus the Sufis explain the expression of the

Goran, "He is the Subtle the Wise 1

," with reference

to the Nature of God, as the only truly subtle nature.

They say that this sentence would convince every
one of the truth of the Mohammedan creed if they
could but understand that this is the right interpre-
tation of it. This proximity of God is implied in the

1 _Xxir1 t_
A iU\^ y&j. (Cor. cap. 6, v. 103). In Sale's version

the word latif is rendered gracious. I have, however, translated it

subtle, which is its primary meaning, and accords with the Sufiiatic

interpretation.
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verses, "He is with you wherever you are; God
seeth all that ye do

"
(Cor. cap. 57, v. 4).

" I am
nearer to him than his jugular vein

"
(Cor. cap. 50,

v. 15). And many similar passages both of the Cora*n

and the Hadis.

The foregoing arguments are intended specially Object of

to confute the opinion that God is nearer to some

men than others, namely, that the Wise approach
nearer to Him than the Ignorant. Their great

object, however, is the inculcation of the beautiful

truth, that He is ever near to those who seek Him,
whilst those only are far from Him who by their

actions fail to acknowledge that He is Omnipresent
and Omniscient, knowing and seeing all they do.

CHAPTER II.

CONCERNING THE ATTRIBUTES OP GOD.

SHEIKH Sadr-ud-din RumiYfaffirms that the Attri- The Dis-

butes and Names of God are convertible terms
;
but ^tween

Sheikh Sa'ad-ud-dfn Harnawi 3 maintains that the Names and

Goran and Hadis contain no synonymous words what- mv

ever, and that it is incompatible with the character of ed

a Sage to make use of two or more expressions to con-

vey a single meaning. According to him Attributes

are intrinsic and Names descriptive ; the former

relating to the Nature, the latter to the Aspect of

1 Alio called El Ktinawf. Vide Hajji Khalfa, ed. Flttgel, Vol. I.

p. 350, &c.

a Vide llajji Khalfa, Vol. in. pp. 78, 582.
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the being described. Works again relate to the In-

dividuality. This is the opinion generally received

among the Suf is. Sheikh Sadr-ud-dm, on the other

hand, maintains that the Attributes of God are from

one point themselves the Nature of God, and are

contrary to it from another. They are themselves

the Nature of God in \ his way, that where there is

no existence save His Nature, His Attributes must

of necessity be His Nature also. They are contrary

to it in this way, that as things understood are neces-

sarily various, the names used to express them must

be various too, and must imply distinctions of mean-

ing and idea. But all distinction and divisibility is

contrary to the Nature of God.

a- The names applied to God, of Living, Eternal,

Attri

fthe Author or Disposer, and Omnipotent, imply His

butes. Eternal and Abidin^ Nature; actual names accord-

ing to the Mohammeu.v. heory having existed prior

to their meanings
1
. Such expressions therefore are

the names of the actual names, and are called .Posi-

tive Attributes. These names are called the four

pillars of Divinity. Such names however as The

Exalter and Debaser, The Giver of Life and Death,

refer to attendant powers, and are called Relative

Attributes. Lastly, such names as The Blameless,

The Holy One, The Independent One, relate to the

absence of imperfection, and are hence called Nega-

1 It must be borne in mind that one of the principal dogmas of

TsUm is that the Coniajacas^ji cellsl*t to all created things, and

by implication also the Arabic language in which it is written, and

to which the names above mentioned belong.
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live Attributes. All the other names of God may
be referred to one or other of these three classes,

except the name Allah itself
1

,
which comprises all The name

the attributes of His Eternal and Abiding Nature,

for all the other names can bjp used to qualify it. The

name Merciful, occurring in the initiatory formula,
" In thfe name of God the Merciful, the Compassion-

ate," is held in the next greatest reverence, although

referring to the outward attributes of God only. The

Goran says, "Say, Pray unto God (Allah), or pray
unto the Merciful One (Ar Rahmdri). By which-

soever of the two names ye invoke Him it is equal,

for to Him belong the best of names." (Cor. cap.

17, v. 110.) All these names collectively or indi-

vidually indicate One and the same God.

CHAPTER III.

CONCERNING THE WORK'S OP GOD, PHYSICALLY
CONSIDERED.

THE Works of God are of two kinds, visible and in- Th*

visible. The first is the Perceived, the second the WorI
J

I *

perceiwd
Conceived World. The Perceived World is also and con-

called The Material, Visible, Created, and Lower ceivej -

World. The Conceived World is spoken of as the

Invisible, Spiritual, or Future World, and the World

of Command* :. this division is based on the words,

1 The name Allah is abbreviated from Al-Ildk t

" tbe God ' 1

par
excellence.

JH The command of God ^Jt. (kun fa Tcdn), "be

and it was," is here alluded to. The Sutia in their poetry frequently
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"Are not creation and command of Him?" (Con

cap. 7, v. 52.) The material world may be described

in detail, but of the spiritual world we must be con-

tent with a mere outline, for none but those who

have gone hence, and entered into the spiritual life,

can know the condition thereof: as Jesus Christ has

said,
"
Except a man be born again he cannot enter

into the kingdom of heaven 1
."

Inhabit- There are two classes of beings in the Invisible

Invisible World, those whose existence is revealed in inspira^

tion f O, and those who make their existence felt

speak of God as the Lord of Icdf and n&n, i.e. of the two letters

composing the word of command kun "be."

The Mohammedans although denying the Divinity of Our Lord

recognize the inspiration of both the Old and New Testaments,

vhicli aH well as the Apocryphal Gospels they frequently quote as

authorities. They even assert that the promise of the Comforter

referred to their own prophet, and support their arguments by an

ingenious perversion of the text, reading TeptKAurds for irapd/cXTjroy,

the former being almost identical in signification with the name of

Mohammed (Multum laudatus). The charge of inconsistency in not

believing in our scriptures they meet by accusing the Christians of

having themselves altered many similar portions of the original, and

by maintaining that the mission of Mohammed, the Seal of the Pro-

phets as he is called, abrogated all other religions. Thus Sa'adi

says in his

That Perfect one who, ere the whole of Gabriel's book he reads,

Has blotted out the library of all the People's creed*."
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(j^bo). The first are subdivided into two classes,

namely, Emanations and Agencies. Emanations Emana-

are what are addressed in the words of Mohammed,
'

Salve ! in the majesty of God, in His Glory which

Was before the world began." They are called by
the Mohammedans Mald'ik Muhaymeh, i.e. Angels

designated by the word hdmu, "salve." Mohammed

gives the following account of them: "
Verily with

the Most High God there is a luminous land, the

sun journeyeth there in 30 days, in an orbit of 30

days, like the days of the world : its creation knows

the Most High God, but there are others in the earth

who know not God, the sons of Adarn, and Iblis."

Agencies are, as it were, the door-keepers of Agencies.

Divinity, and the means by which God's bounty is

vouchsafed to man. The head and chief of them,

according to the Muslims, is Mohammed, than whom
there is no more exalted spirit. "I have created

nothing more honoured in my sight than thee."

The Holy Spirit, or Gabriel, is, according to them,

the last of this class of agencies, being the actual

and intermediate agent of intercourse between God
and man. "There is not one of us who hath not

his assigned position/*

The other bejngs whog& e^istepce is feltjarie also Agents,

subdivided into two classes, namely, Agents and

Powers. The former are the presiding genii, or per-

sonified laws of animal, vegetable and mineral pro-

duction, whence the common saying, "Everything
has its angel." Mohammed himself says,

" An angel

descends in every drop of rain or dew," and the mys-
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tics assert that God docs not create a single leaf

upon a tree without the intervention of seven angels.

The human soul, though compounded both of the

material and the immaterial, is reckoned amongst
this class. It is the masterpiece of creation, and the

whole material world is placed under its control
1
.

Powers. The Powers who form the second class" are the

Genii and Devils. They arc created of fire, and

constitute the lower order of beings in the invisible

world. Some of them have a certain power over the

race of man granted to them, but are rebellious

against the Most High ;
of these Iblis is the Head

and Chief. Others, again, although capable of harm,

are subservient to the will of God,

1 The accompanying taMe of the Mohammedan Cosmogony may
assist the reader in understanding this and the following chapters.

GOD

Primal Element
I

First Principles

7] V\tJ

I

Elements

(The fourfold Mothers)

Highest Heavens

('Arsh and Kursl)

Seven Heavens
(The sevenfold Sires)

The Stars and Firmament

Mineral, Vegetable and Animal

Kingdoms
(The threefold Offspring)

I

MAN.
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The material world is also of two kinds, heavenly Of the

and earthly. The heavenly are the Throne and the ana
a

the
^

Seat of God (or the Highest Heavens), the Seven Earthly.

Inferior Heavens, the Firmament and the Stars.

The Earthly are the Face of the Earth, the Elements,

Signs from on high (as thunder, lightning and rain),

Compound Bodies (as minerals, vegetables and am-

rnals), the Sea, and other Works of God without end.

Such is the Sufiistic account of the works of God,

physically considered.

CHAPTER IV.

CONCERNING THE WORKS OF .GOD, METAPHYSICALLY
CONSIDERED.

THE first thing that God created was the Primal Ele- The Pri-

mal Ele-

ment (J^r*^), that is to say, the primal element mt'nt-

of the entire Universe. This according to the Coran

He created of Himself without any medium whatever,

and in infinitely less space of time than the twin-

kling of an eye.
" Arid it was not the business of an

hour, but even as the twinkling of an eye, or quicker

still." (Cor. cap. 16, v. 79.)
' This Primal Element is

designated by various other names, such as the Pri-

mal Intelligence, the Constructive Spirit, the Pen,

the Mightiest Spirit, the Spirit of Mohammed (or

the Laudable Spirit), and the like. It is so excel-

1 This passage is differently interpreted by the Arab commenta-

tors, and ia made to refer to "the business of the last hour," set)

Sale's translation.
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lent and subtle, that God alone knows its worth.

It is the perfection of wisdom and propinquity to

God, is ever yearning after Him, and ever present

with Him; nor is there anything save this Primal

Element that can directly approach Him, or become

the direct recipient of His bounty.
The Primal Element is God's worldj and the

Universe is the world of the Primal Element. By
this alone the Voice of God is heard, but its voice is

heard throughout the whole Universe, conveying the

behests of the Most High
1
.

"ThePen." It is the Pen of God which at His command
wrote down the Simple Natures, and in the twin-

kling of an eye they started into being, the Intelli-

gences, Souls, Elements and Natures, the Heavens

and the Stars^ These then took up the task,, and

obeyed the second mandate by writing down the com-

pound bodies, and straightway the Mineral, Veget-
able and Animal Kingdoms sprung into existence.

This is the explanation of the words which begin

the (>8th Chapter of the Cor&n : "N, by the Pen,

and what they write." The mystic letter represents
the World of Power, the Inkstand 8

of God; the

Peri is the Primal Element, and "what they write"

refers to the Simple Natures. These are the scribes

of God, and the words they write are the compound
1 Cf. Psaim xix. vv. I 3.
a The first two and the Heavens are denominated the Comp-

trollers: "and the Comptrollers for command." (Cor. cap. 79, v. 5.)
3 The letter N stands for the word nfrn, which is not only the

Arabic name of the letter, but also signifies an inkhorn, Cf. Ai

AWi's commentary.
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bodies of nature. They are writing even now, and
will write on for ever; for "were the sea ink it would
not suffice for the words of my Lord 1

." (Cor. cap. 18,

v. 109.)

There are nine heavenly spheres, each higher than The
the preceding ;

the highest of all is called the Hea- sPhere -

ven of Heavens, or the Throne of God ((j*/0- Each
of these spheres possesses a Soul and an Intelli-

gence, higher and more subtle in proportion to their

order. The Intelligence of the Heaven of Heavens

is called the Primal Intelligence, the Souls and

Intelligences which occupy the other eight are iden-

tical with the Cherubim and Spirits of the religious

account.

In point of time they precede the simple Natures Order of

above referred to, being eternal, while the latter are Creati a

casual
;
in point of mental excellence, however, they

rank after them. Their precedence over the Simple
Natures is as the precedence of the Sun's Orb over

its rays. The next in order of creation are the

Threefold Offspring, i. e. the Mineral, Vegetable, and

Animal Kingdoms. Both the metaphysical and the

physical account agree concerning these last, that

they are casual
;
but their account of what are called

the Parents 9
differs.

1 This idea of the Primal Element appears to have originated

partly from a refinement on the ordinary interpretation of the text ;

"When He willeth aught He but sayeth to it, 'Be, and it is so',"

where an undue significance is given to the pronoun it.

8 By these are meant the "seven climes," or "zones," (into which,

according to the Mohammedan cosmography, the earth is divided),
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Intelli- Because man was the final object of creation,

gencethe an(j because when he has attained Intelligence he
beginning m . , . , i

and the is complete, and because there is nothing beyond

Intelligence, and Primal Intelligence was also the

beginning of all things, ergo, Intelligence is the be-

ginning and the end, and the circle is complete. This

is proved as follows
;
a circle is traced by ascent and

descent: descent is the attribute of the Simple Na-

ture, and ascent the attribute of Compound Bodies;

descent resides in Parents, ascent in Offspring ;
but

both the Parents and the Offspring originated with

Primal Intelligence, therefore Intelligence is both the

beginning and the end, it refers alike to origin and

return, to birth and dissolution, it refers to the Night
of Power 1

,
and to the Day of Resurrection. Again,

descent, the remoter it is from the origin, the coarser

it becomes, and ascent, the remoter it is from the

origin, the more refined it becomes
;
now the Primal

Intelligence caused the descent of the lower world,

and the ascent of the higher ;
therefore the former

is much coarser than the latter
;
but they are still

one and the same nature. But their nature origi-

nated from the Nature of God, therefore the true

conclusion is that the Nature of God first was, and

first returned, but was still the same Nature of God.
*' From Him was the origin, and to Him is the

return" (cf. Cor. capp. 10, v. 4, &c.).

and the four elements. They are called 'Abd i haftdna, "the deven-

fold sires,
" and Ummdt i Chahdrgdna, '*the fourfold mothers.'*

1 The night on which the command Kun went forth, it is ecmiva-

lent to the Cbuos of the Mosaic cosmogony.
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Some say that the originator of the Intelligences Degrees of

of the lower world constitutes a tenth world, and call
I "

I

t

1̂

*

in

it the Intelligence of the Lunar Sphere, the Active the higher

Intelligence, or the Bestower of Form. Most philo-
wor

sophers, however, agree that there are ten Intelli-

gences of the higher world, all active and origina-

tors of the Intelligences and souls of the lower world.

The difference in the Intelligence of mankind is occasion

from this cause
; Intelligences and Souls constitute lutcHiU

the higher world, and the fixed stars and planets are

their administrators in the lower world
; through mankind

their influence, therefore, the differences observable

ill mankind are in proportion to the differences ex-

isting between the various Souls and Intelligences of

the higher world, and the differences existing be-

tween the fixed stars and the planets themselves.

Now the various qualities of the last are innumer-

able; astrologers have discovered some of the pro-

perties of the seven planets, but no one can give

any clue to those of the fixed stars./.

Many of the differences of temperament observ- Other In-

able among mankind are owing also to the influence
flue"c**H '

of the seasons; accident of birth, health, fortune,

longevity and the like again, are all considered

as due to the influence of the Higher World
;
the

method and means by which this influence is ex-

erted is too mysterious and incomprehensible to be

discussed.

In chapter 62, v. 7, of the Goran we find the The trea*

words, "To God belong the treasuries of the Heaven

and the Earth ;" these are then of two kinds, heavenly
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and earthly. To the first class belong the heavens

and the stars, every one of which is a treasury ;
to

the second class of these treasuries belong earth, air,

fire, and water
; every plant and every animal, nay,

every embryo, is a treasury in itself.
"
Verily there

is nothing of which the treasury is not with Us."

(Cor. cap. 15, v. 21). The treasuries of Heaven and

Earth are countless
; they may be called the Hosts

of the Lord, as the Goran has it,
"
Verily to God

belong the Hosts of the Heavens and the Earth."

(Cor. cap. 48, v. 4.)

CHAPTER V.

OF THE FOUR UNIVERSAL SOURCES*.

Division THE Sufis and Unitarians divide the Universe into

Universe ^our Sources, of which the first is the Nature^of God
;

into four the second, the Constructive Spirit ;
and the thir3

urces.
fourth are the Invisible and Sensible l Worlds.

This division is contrary to the doctrines contained

in the Goran and the Traditional Law, although

many even of the strictest Mollahs recognize it.

These last say, however, that the First Source, that is,

God, created the other three out of nothing, and

will, when it pleases Him, reduce them to nothing

again. The Unitarians maintain that it is impossible

for that which is not, to be, and for that which is,

not to be. That which exists, must ever exist, and

that which exists not, can never exist.

1 The Persians call them Ifcb ,J "seas."
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How then, ask the Sufis, was the world mado
manifest? And the Unitarians reply as follows.

The First Source, which is God, is a hidden trca- TWomiK-.i

sure, and He desired to be known 1
. He therefore

tTmt'ui.-m

appeared, coining from internal to external being ;

account

this was the beginning of the Second Source or Con-

structive Spirit. This again appeared, and the thin!

and fourth Sources were in like manner made mani-

fest
; they are the Invisible and Sensible Woilds

The manner in which these came into being, and

from them all material objects, has been narrated in

a previous chapter. Everything therefore proceeds

from the First Source. The Source then which was

a hidden treasure was the internal Nature of God,

and every existent being a manifestation of His

nature; consequently everything which exists is the

nature of God, and there neither is nor can be any
other existence save His.

It was to this doctrine that 'Abdallah ibn 'Abbas 2
'Abdailaii

referred when he said,
" I shall be accused of unbelief

* n

if I interpret aright the verse,
'
It is God who hath

created the seven heavens and of the earth like unto

them, and His command descendeth between them,

that ye may know that He hath power over all

things.'
"

(Cor. cap. 65, v. 12.)

The Unitarians iri general say that these four prec<>-

Sources were always exjictly as they are now, and J^*^
have no precedence whatever, the one over the other. So

1 Cf. the answer to David's enquiry quoted in p. 5.

* One of the companions of Mohammed. Cf. Hajji KhaJfa,

VoL 11. p. 333.

r>
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For to assert that any one has such precedence,

would be to assume that it must either have been

imperfect and grown to perfection, or have been

originally perfect and subsequently deteriorated; but

any notion of deterioration is incompatible with ex-

istence, since that must be the existence of God.

The initiated amongst them, however, allow that

the First Source has precedence over the Second,

and the Second over the third and fourth
;
but they

state that it is a precedence of order and mind, not

of place or time; the precedence of the Sun's Orb

over its rays, or of cause over effecj, each having
been manifested by the preceding.

Summary The Unitarian theory may be summed up thus
;

urian ac*-

1 "

Ood is the First Source, He is the hidden treasure

count. \vho desires to make Himself known; the others

are manifestations of the First, and the more mani-

festations take place, the more the First becomes

known.

Sufiiatic The Sufis maintain that these four Sources have
aceouu .

a precedence the one over the other, both of time

and place; such precedence as Adam has over Mo-

hammed. The origin of the Universe is placed by
them in Eternity (azal)\ that of the Constructive

Spirit, the Second Source from which it sprung, in

Eternity of Eternities (azal i azdl}, whilst the Nature

of Clod, the First Source, is Sempiternal (lam yazul
wa Id yuzdl],

The Traveller then must overcome the restraints

of time and place, before his footsteps can border on

the threshold of Eternity,
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There are other Unitarians, who explain the Four

Sources as follows.

The First Source, the Nature of God, they call

an Infinite and Illimitable Light, a boundless and account,

fathomless sea. The Second Source, the Constructive

Spirit, proceeding from Him, is likewise an Infinite

and Illimitable Light and a boundless and fathomless

sea; it comprises and comprehends every existent

atom, and governs and administers the entire Uni-

verse. The remaining two sources are manifestations

of this Infinite Light, and the recurring phenomena of

nature are but continued manifestations of the same.

The varied pictures I have drawn on apace,
Behold what fair and goodly sights they seem !

One glimpse I gave them of my glorious face,

And lo ! 'tis now the universal theme.

In this the Unitarian account differs little from The tini-

*he Sufiistic; but the former say that the sole object

of such manifestation was that God, the hidden trea-

sure, might make Himself known. It is as it were

the mirror of God
;
the mirror in which His majesty

and perfection is reflected, the mirror in which He
sees Himself.

Look not askance, the Holy one will ever be the same,

The God of all, though oft invoked by many a different name.

The Universe is the mirror of God, and the heart

of man is the mirror of the Universe; if the Traveller

then would know God, he must look into his own

heart
;

if he would know the light, he must look into

his own heart. In short, if he desire to avoid sin
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and ignorance, and to attain to holiness and wisdom,

the guide that shall conduct him on his path is

there,
" a still small voice," that ever bids him "

es-

chew the evil and choose the good."

All the earth I'd wandered over seeking atill the beacon light,

Never tarried in the daytime, never sought repOHe at night \

Till I heard a reverend preacher all the mystery declare,

Then I looked within my bosom, and 'twas shining brightly there.
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CHAPTER I.

THE SAINTLY AND PROPHETIC OFFICES DEFINED.

MOHAMMED said, "The first thing which God created Duplicate

was my soul," and again,
"
My soul was the Primal ^the'Tvi-

Element ;" the two therefore are identical. "al Kle-

Now the Primal Element, it has been already

stated, has two functions, namely, that of receiving
from God, and that of conveying to the world. The
first is called the Saintly, the second is called the

Prophetic, and is the manifestation of the other.

But as it has been shewn that the Primal Element

and Mohammed are identical, it follows that these

offices are both vested in him. The Sufis, therefore,

believe that Mohammed was a prophet before the

creation, and that he holds the office still, although
he has left the world

;
and this opinion is in con-

formity with his own words,
"
I was a prophet while

Adam was yet betwixt Earth and Clay," and again,
" There is no prophet after me."

Sheikh Sa'ad uddin Hartiawi, who has been before in whom

quoted, says that each of the functions of the Primal veKte(i -
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Element requires an exponent. The exponent of

the Prophetic function was Mohammed, and he is

the Seal of the Prophets.i/ The exponent of the
MehiUthe

Saintly function is Mehdi, the last of the Imams',
last of the / '

.

imams, who is yet to come. Up to the present time the

Prophetic Office has been manifested, and assumed a

definite form, and the particulars thereof are known ;

the particulars of the Saintly Office cannot become

known, nor can it assume a definite form till the

appearance of Mehdi, who will be the saint (Well),

as Mohammed was the Prophet (Nebi).

Hitherto the discussions in the schools have been

concerning the duties imposed by prophecy, and the

particulars of the revelation introduced by it
;
on the

appearance of Mehdi Prophecy, will have been com-

pleted, and the era of Saintship commenced. When
the duties and particulars of this are known, they
will form the subject of discussion until this era also

shall have been completed by the appearance of the

Day of Resurrection. Then shall the faithful behold

the Lord face to face, according to the promise,
"
Verily, yo shall behold your Lord on the Day of

Resurrection, even as ye behold the Sun and the

Moon."

1 Also called Sahibifzzemdn, "The Lord of Time." He is to

be the sovereign of the world, to bear the name of Mohammed, and

introduce the Millennium. Many religious enthusiasts of the Mus-

lems have claimed to be the Sahibu'zzema'n, amongst them AH
Mohammed, alias R'U> el IsliCm (the door of Islamism), who founded

the sect of the Babis in Persia during the present century. A his-

tory of the movement is given by Mirza Kazem-Beg in the Journal

Ariatique, No. -26. Paris, 1866.
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PART IV.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF EARLY PREJUDICE UPON
BELIEF.

THE influence and example of parents and teachers influence

are paramount in the formation of the character, and nd
arellt*

in nothing is this more conspicuous than in the Teachers,

matter of religious belief. Doctrines mistily blended

with the earliest recollections of life, daily inculcated

as truths by those on whose wisdom and affection the

child instinctively and implicitly relies, surrounded

by a halo of sanctity that he has been ever taught
to regard with awe and veneration, to sully which

by the slightest breath of doubt he has been led to

believe the deadliest of sins, doctrines such as these

become in after years part and parcel of the nature

of the man, and are not to be lightly cast aside for

systems more attractive to the reason or the sense.

The Traveller who has been so trained will Its pmctl-

confess, and unreservedly believe, the principles of
cal effect8 -
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his Kn^ion, and will act up to the practice of it,

with more conscientious earnestness than he who at

the outset of his journey constructs a scheme for

himself upon the basis of his elders' counsel, or the

conclusions of his own unaided reasoning powers.

iNirvmffi- Karly prejudice is an external influence, and that

ci.Mu-y which is external is far more practical and active
MlUlOUt *

PVI.I.-IUV than that which is internal. For which cause much
i race.

r:lrm ,s^noss ail< i devotion and faith in the outward

attributes of God is found amongst Travellers of this

chi-ss, but the light of evidence and Divine Grace is

si ill wanting to make them fully understand that

His Knowledge, Will and Power comprehend and

pervade the whole range of natural causes and ef-

firttl as tl> feds. They fail to observe that causes as well as
(;unToi

fft.r f;S yie ] ( i and are subservient to His will, and
Causes,

t

J
m

*

attribute every event to the action of some natural

law. This class of Travellers will lay great stress

upon the efficacy of energy and exertion, and care

little for submission and resignation ;
thus their as-

pirations are checked by worldly thoughts and desires,

and relying upon themselves rather than upon God,

they can never hope to attain to a true and full

knowledge of Him.

The next class, however, whose early faith has

been ripened into conviction by the rays of evidence

and proof, recognize God as the Causer of Causes,

and relying fully upon Him, rather than upon their

own energy and efforts, or upon the things of this

world, pass their lives in submission and resignation

to His Will. He is their only hope and stay, and
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the only object of their affections and desires, nor are

they ever distracted by the whisperings of doubt or

shaken by superstitious fears. If beneath the weight
of overpowering misery, or in the intoxication of un-

wonted prosperity, they should waver for a moment
in their belief, they atone for their error by a long
and earnest course of penitence and prayer. But

when the Traveller has reached that higher Stage
where lie is illumined by the Divine Grace, then the

day of resurrection dawns for him, the earthly clouds

roll away, the Heavens are opened, and God in all

His glory bursts upon his dazzled view.

Like those of the former class, he confesses with Faith a

his tongue and believes in his heart, but his faith^ine

proceeds not from the precepts of others, or the con-

victions of his own reason; it flows from a higher

source, the fountain-head of grace itself. Those are

the true Unitarians, for they know and see the Unity
of God with a clear and certain eye. They are supe-
rior to every consideration, to energy and exertion,

to resignation and submission alike, for with them

God is all in all.

As a specimen of the arguments by which faith

is to be strengthened into conviction, I may in-

stance those of the Unitarians. They maintain that

there neither is nor can be any other existence save

that of God, and explain this position by a simile

thus : Had there never been night, and had men
dwelt always in continual day, they would never

have known what day really was, but from the con- Evidence

stantly recurring contrast of night they can form a logy.
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clear conception of day; so had there been other

than God, God would have been known, and man
could have formed a clear conception of Him

;
but as

he cannot do this, it follows that there is no other

than God. Firdausi, the celebrated author of the

Shai* -nama, says:

The height and depth of all the world is centered, Lord, in Thee:

I know not what Thou art, Thou art what Thou alone canst be 1
.

The following little parable is also a common-place
with them, and points to the same idea.

THE PARABLE OF THE FISHES.

A parable. Once upon a time the fishes of a certain river took

counsel together, and said, "They tell us that our

life and being is from the water, but we have never

seen water, and know not what it is." Then some

among them wiser than the rest said :
" We have

1 It was this couplet which his enemies made use of when

accusing the poet before Shall Mahmtid of heresy and Sufiism.

The Sultan in consequence refused Firdausi the full reward which

he had promised him for the composition of his Sha'h-na'ma, and

compelled him to seek safety in flight from Ghazni. This conduct

called forth from Firdauai the spirited satire which is so much ad-

mired in the East, and in which he defends himself as follows :

"Men fain would call me infidel or worse,

And say that heresy defiles my verse ;

And sure no viler caitiff ere was born

Than he whose soul religious truths would scorn.

They lie! I serve my God and Prophet still;

Aye ! though a tyrant would my life-blood spill !

Ne'er shall my soul from duty's path be led,

Not were thy sword uplifted o'er my head."
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heard that there dwelleth in the sea a very wise and
learned fish who knoweth all things ; let us journey
to him, and ask him to shew us water, or explain
unto us what it is." So several of their number set

out upon their travels, and at last came to the sea

wherein this sage fish resided. On hearing their

request he answered them thus :

Oh ye who seek to solve the knot !

Ye live in God, yet know him riot.

Ye sit upon the river's brink,
Yet crave in vain a drop to drink.

Ye dwell beside a countless store,

Yet perish hungry at the door.

Then they thanked him, and said,
" Forasmuch as

thou hast shown us what water is not, we now know

perfectly what it is." And they departed to their

own homes satisfied.

Another class of Unitarians maintain that there *<** *
, . dream.

are, it is true, two existences, but one is real, which
is of God, and the other imaginative, which is but

a mirage, arid a reflection of the reaL Thus neither

the world nor the vicissitudes of human life have

any real existence ; they are mere reflections of the

existence of God, beheld as it were in the changing
diorama of a fleeting dream.



PAKT V.

THE STUDY OF MAN.

CHAPTER I.

GROUNDS FOR THE DISCUSSION.

"Know LIKE the ancient sages the Oriental Philosophers
thyself." h()1(j the maxim Know thyself," to be one of vital

importance to the Traveller on the Road of Life. A
considerable portion therefore of their speculative

treatises is invariably devoted to the study of man-

kind.

Religious Much difference of opinion exists as to the point
of view from which man is to be discussed

;
the reli-

gious teachers asserting that since God created him

from nothing he may be considered as an actual

being whose characteristics are capable of diagnosis

and definition.

and Meta- The metaphysicians, on the other hand, say that

view of the
^ *s imP ssiMc f r that which is not, to be, or for

question, that which is, not to be
; they allow, however, that

that which is may assume various forms and mani-

fest itself in different ways, and prefer considering
man as a particular manifestation of the one Uni-
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versal existence of God. Both however agree in the

propriety of the discussion, though upon different

grounds.

Man constitutes the Lesser World, and everything Man,

that is not man is included in the Greater World
;

and since every thing in the Greater World has its

counterpart in the Lesser, the study of this is a

duty incumbent upon all who aspire to spiritual

knowledge. To know oneself is the "right way"

(j.XftJw*M t^p), for guidance in which Mohammed

besought God in his prayer,
" Guide us into the right

way
1
." Self-knowledge is the shortest road to the

knowledge of God. When AH asked Mohammed
" What am I to do that I may not waste my time T

T

the Prophet answered, "Learn to know thyself."

CHAPTER II.

OF THE ORIGIN AND ANIMAL DEVELOPMENT
OF MAN.

THE Lesser World is the counterpart of the Greater. The

In the Greater World there are four Sources, j^
u

namely, the nature' of God, the* Constructive Spirit

(or Primal Element), the ''Invisible and the Sensible

World.

The nature of God begets, the Constructive Spirit

conceives, and the offspring is the tracts of heaven

and the elements. The tracts of heaven again beget,

and the elements conceive, and their offspring is the

triple kingdom, Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral.

1
Goran, opening chapter, v. 5.
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In like manner there are four Sources in the

Lesser World, namely, male and female generation,
and the body and soul of man.

Intern- But the Constructive Spirit is identical with Pri-

Starting

8
ma^ Intelligence, therefore when man has attained to

point and
intelligence he has completed his upward progress

hiiikl aim. .

(^f-\ and reached the point from which he started
;

the circle is thus complete. But Intelligence is in

direct communication with God
;
therefore when man

has attained to this point he has also attained to God.
" From Him is the beginning, and unto Him is the

return." The saying of Mohammed, "He who has

,

seen me has seen God," refers to this, and not to any

blasphemous assumption of divinity ;
for we must

bear in mind that he is identified by his followers

with Primal Intelligence.

Concep- It is unnecessary h.^re to describe the first germi-
Lum - nation of the embryo ;

the curious will find a par-

ticular account of it, according to the Mohammedan

theory, in Sale's Translation of the Goran, cap. 22,

v. 5, and in the Arab commentators upon cap. 96.

Suffice it to say that according to them the

cartilages, arteries, and nerves are formed during the

first three months after conception ;
in the fourth

month, whilst the sun is in the ascendant, the first

germ of life appears ;
the limbs and members are

next formed and nourished by blood, introduced

through the placenta, by means of the umbilical

cord ; these are followed by the successive develop-

ments of the body and the soul, which arrive at

Dirth. perfection in the eighth month
;
in the ninth, when
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Jupiter is in the ascendant, the child is born into

the world.(/

The embryo partakes of all four elements, earth, Successive

water, air and fire
;
now these in the Greater World menta?"

produce a triple offspring, mineral, vegetable and

animal. A similar division is therefore made in the

human body. The members and limbs which are

first formed partake of the four elements in dif-

ferent proportions, and the combined result cor-

responds to the mineral kingdom. The powers of

attraction, contraction, absorption, digestion, rejec-

tion, growth and formation, are next developed in

the members and limbs, which then require nourish-

ment. This they receive in the shape of blood,

introduced through the placenta ;
the chyme con-

tained in this becoming matured is developed into

the vegetative ^pirit, corresponding to the second

division of the three kingdoms. When the digestive

and other internal organs have become fully de-

veloped, the heart attracts to itself the essence of

this vegetative spirit, and having further matured

it, forms the life
; Jtessenc^of this again is at-

tracted to the brain, where, allr being matured, it

is developed into the soul, mu the remainder dis-

persed through the nerves into the limbs, where it

becomes the source of sense and motion. This

corresponds to the animal kingdom of the Greater

World.

Each of these developments occupies one month,

embryo, mineral, vegetative and animal.

The seiivses are ten in number, five external nnd Tl senses.
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five internal. The external senses are Sight, Hear-

ing, Taste, Smelling, and Feeling.

The internal senses are the Common Sense

\ Imagination ( J^oO, Apprehension

(/*&}), Memory (*Sail>0, and Reflection .(^r^^*)*
The Common Sense is involved in the Imagination,
and the Apprehension in the Memory ;

the two

former are situate in the fore-part of the brain,

the two latter in the after-part, and the Reflection

occupies the middle. The Common Sense is so

called from comprising every thing that perceives

the outward senses. It comprehends visible objects,

while the Apprehension apprehends invisible sub-

jects.

It is the Common Sense which appreciates the

real nature of all that the external senses perceive,

as for instance, distinguishing a friend from an

enemy by the marks of which the external senses

take cognizance. The Reflection is that which

similarly appreciates the conceptions of the Imagi-
nation.

The The motive powers are also of two kinds, causa-
lueiutieH.

jjve anj active. The active powers are subservient

to and obey the causative, producing motion and

the like at their instigation. The causative powers
exercise two distinct functions, namely attraction for

the acquirement of pleasure or usefulness, and repul-

sion for the avoidance of annoyance or harm. The

former is called Lust, the latter Indignation.

Hitherto only those qualities of man have been
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treated of which he shares in common with the

other animals
;
his spiritual and intellectual develop-

ments require another chapter.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE INTELLECTUAL AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOP-
MENT OF MAN.

EVERY animal possesses a vegetative spirit, a living The Spirit

spirit, and an instinctive spirit ;
but man has an ad- -^

ditional inheritance, namely the Spirit of Humanity.
Now this was breathed by God into man directly

from Himself, and is therefore of the same cha-

racter as the Primal Element :

" And when I have

fashioned him and breathed My spirit into him."

(Cor. cap. 15, v. 29). The Sufis do not interpret this

of the Life, but of the Spirit of Humanity, and say ;

that it is frequently not attained until a late period

of life, thirty or even eighty years. Before man can how ac-

receive this Spirit of Humanity he must be fur- HulreJ '>

nished with capacity, which is only to be acquired

by purifying oneself from all evil and immoral quali-

ties and dispositions, and adorning oneself with the

opposite ones. Sheikh Muhiy-uddm ibn ul 'Arabi
1

,

in his "Investigations" (u^j-^), says that the words

"and when I have fashioned him/* refer to this

preparation, and the rdst of the sentence,
" and

breathed My spirit into him," refers to the accession

of the Spirit of Humanity.

1 Fustis el ffikam, Metaphysical Investigations by Muhiy-uddiu
Mohammed ben 'All el H^timi el T4yi ibn i Ar*bi.
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Two conditions are therefore imposed upon the

Traveller, first, to attain Humanity, second, to acquire

rapacity.

There are three developments of character that

must be suppressed before man can attain to Hu-

manity ;
the animal, the brutal, and the fiendish.

He who only eats and sleeps, and gives way to

lust, is mere animal
;
if besides these he gives way to

auger and cruelty, he is brutal
;
and if in addition

to all these he is crafty, lying, and deceitful, he is

fiendish.

If the Traveller is moderate in his food, rest, and

desires, and strives to attain a knowledge of himself

and of God, then is the time for acquiring capacity

by freeing himself from all that is evil and base, and

adorning himself with the opposite qualities ; after

that by prayer he may obtain the Spirit of Huma-
crmtitutes uity. Some one has truly said that there is none of

mortality.
tne perfection, essence, or immortality of man, save

only among such as are "
created with a godly dispo-

sition.V "When the Traveller has once been revivi-

fied by the Spirit of Humanity he becomes immortal,
and inherits everlasting life. This is why it has

been said that " man has a beginning but no end."

The Divine If when he has attained this Spirit of Humanity,
Light. j]C j s earnes^ an(j does not waste his life in trifling,

he soon arrives at the Divine Light itself. For
"God guideth whom He pleaseth unto His Light"
The attainment of this light is the completion of

Man's upward progress, but no one can attain to

it but those who are pure in spirit and in their lives.
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Mohammed asserted that he himself had attained it,

"To the light have I reached, and in the light I

live ;" now this light is the Nature of God
;
where-

fore he said
" who sooth me seeth God."

The germ that contains the PrimaljElement
of The Origin

Man is the lowest of the low, and the DMne Light is Of Man.

the highest of the high ;
it is between these extremes

that the stages of man's upward or downward progress

lie.
" We Lave created man in the fairest of propor-

tions, and then have thrown him back to be the low-

est of the low, save only such as believe and act with

righteousness ;
and verily these shall have their re-

ward/' (Cor. cap. 95, v. 4). This reward i^ud by
the Sufis to be defined by the word ajrat, ^^Brd/'
itself. This word contains three radical letters \

andj ;
\ stands for JjW "return/* for &>. "para-

*

dise" and j for
, ,

that is
" those who have handed

down the faith." Their acting righteously is their

return to the Nature of God, for when they have

finished their upward progress, and reached this they
are in Paradise, and in the presence of their God.

He therefore is a -man, in the true sense of the

word, who being sent down upon earth strives

upward towards Heaven. These aspirations are

indispensable to man; he might by the Almighty
Power of God exist without all beside, even had the

Heavens and the elements themselves never been;
but these things are the aim and want of all

It has been said that the Primal Element or The Spirit

constructive spirit as well as the Spirit of Humanity
of Humftl
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My il-nti- proceed direct from God. They are therefore iden-
cal with .

the Primal tical, and are both included by the Sufis in the one
Klement. tenri Concomitant Spirit. Now this Spirit, although

distinct and individual, comprehends and governs
the entire Universe. The Simple Natures are its

administrators and exponents ;
of these the Seven

Sires beget, and the Four Mothers conceive from the

incarnation of this spirit in them, and their offspring
is the triple kingdom, Mineral, Vegetable, arid Ani-

mal. And so it is with the Lesser World of Man.

Now this Spirit hath two functions, external and

internal
;

the external is revealed in the material

generation just alluded to, the internal abides in the

heart of man. Whosoever purifies his heart from

worldly impressions and desires reveals this internal

function of the Spirit within him, and illumines and

revivifies his soul.

Thus the Spirit at once comprehends the Uni-

verse and dwells in the heart of man.

CHAPTER IV.

OF THE UPWARD PROGRESS OR A&CEXT OF MAN.

Man'* up- "WHEN" Man has become assured of the truth of

Revelation lie has reached the stage of Belief, and

has the name of^MmiH, "Believer." When he fur-

ther acts in obedience to the will of God, and appor-
tions the night and day for earnest prayer, he has

reached the stage of worship, and is called an 'Abid,

or "Worshipper." When he has expelled the love

of this world from his heart, and occupies himself
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with a contemplation of the mighty Whole, he reaches

the next stage, and becomes a Zdhid^or "Recluse.**

When in addition to all this he knows God, and sub-

sequently learns the mysteries of nature, lie reaches

the stage of Acquaintance, and is called 'Anf, "One
who knows." The next stage is that in which he

attains to the love of God, and is called a Welt or
"
Saint." When he is moreover gifted with inspira-

tion and the power of working miracles, he becomes

a NeM,
"
Prophet ;" and when entrusted next with

the delivery of God's own message, he is called an

"Apostle," Rfistil. When he is appointed to abrogate
a previous dispensation and preach a new one, he

is called Ulu 'I'Azm, "One who has a mission."

When this mission is final he has arrived at the stage

called Khatm, or "the Seal." This is the Upward

Progress of Man. The first stage is the "
Believer,

"

the last the "
Seal."

After separation from the body, the soul of Destina-

Man returns to that Heaven which corresponds to
^JJ

of i ie

the stage which he has attained
;
thus the Believer

at last dwells in the first or lowest Heaven, and the

Seal in the Heaven of Heavens
;
for it will be noticed

that the stages of upward progress correspond to the

number of degrees in the Heavenly Spheres, namely,
seven inferior and two superior.

The metaphysicians say that these stages and metaphy-

degrees do not in reality exist, but that the Hea-

venly Intelligence which corresponds to the degree of

intelligence attained by Man attracts and absorbs

his soul into itself after separation from the body.
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Thus every one who has attained intelligence cor-

responding to that of the highest sphere, his soul

returns thereto
;
and he who has attained intelligence

corresponding to the lowest sphere, his soul in like

manner returns to that
;
those who have not attained

intelligence corresponding to any of these will be

placed in Hell, which is situate below the lowest

sphere.

As each of the Heavenly Spheres is furnished

with knowledge and purity in proportion to its posi-

tion, the rank of Man's sonl in the future state will,

according to this last account, be in proportion to

his degree of knowledge and purity of life while

upon the earth.

The Up- The Unitarians say that man s Upward Progress

nas no en(^> * r ^ ne strive for a thousand years,

each day will teach him something that he knew

not before, inasmuch as the knowledge of God has no

limit. So Mohammed says, "He who progresses

daily is yet of feeble mind."

simile il- The religious account says that the soul of every

th^fore^
man returns to an individual place after separation

going. from the body. This the metaphysicians deny ;
for

how, say they, can the soul of a man return to a

certain place when it has not originally come from a

certain place ? The soul of man is the Primal Spirit,

and if a thousand persons live, it is the same spirit

that animates them all
;
and in like manner if a

thousand die, the same spirit returns to itself, and is

not lessened or diminished. If a myriad persons

build houses and make windows therein the same
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sun illumines them all, and though every one of

them should be destroyed, the sun would not be less-

ened or diminished. The sun is the lord of the

sensible world, and the exponent of the attributes of

the Primal Spirit. The Primal Spirit is the lord of

the invisible world and the exponent of the Nature*

of God 1
.

When the heart of man has been revivified and inteiii-

illumined by the Primal Spirit, he has arrived at In- jJ^n
telligencc; for Intelligence is a light in the heart, ijpward

distinguishing between truth and vanity. Until lie

has been so revivified and illumined, it is impossible
for him to attain to intelligence at all. But having
attained to intelligence, then, and not till then, is

the time for the attainment of knowledge, for be-

coming Wise. Intelligence is a Primal Element,

and knowledge the attribute thereof. When from

knowledge he has successively proceeded to the at-

tainment of the Divine Light, and acquaintance with

the mysteries of nature, his last stop will be Perfec-

tion, with which his Upward Progress concludes.

But dive he ever so deeply into the treasury of Ketro^rea
Hion how

1 The following from Tennyson 's In Memoriam forms a beau-

tiful protest against the ideas here set forth :

That each who seems a separate whole

Should move his rounds, and fusing all

The skirts of self again , should full

Remerging in the general soul,

Is faith as vague as all unsweet :

Eternal form shall still divide

The eternal soul from all beside
;

And I shall know him when wo meet.
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mysteries and knowledge, unless he examine himself

and confess that after all he knows naught, all that

he has acquired will slip through his hands, and leave

him far poorer than beforer His treasure of to-day

should as much exceed the treasure of yesterday as

an ocean exceeds a drop ;
but this can never be, un-

less he, leaving all else for contemplation and self-

examination, have freedom and leisure to learn how

poor he really is, and how much he needs the saving

help of God.
Unitarian One class of Unitarians explain the Upward Pro-

gress of Man thus. They say that every atom of ex-

istent beings is filled with light ;

Arise and look around, for every atom that has birth

Shines forth a lustrous beacon to illumine all the earth :

but that man walks abroad in darkness, blinded by
the lusts of life, and laments the want of light that

would, were he but aware of it, involve him in the

glorious sheen of brightest day :

'Twere well to catch the odours that about our senses play,

For all the world is full of blasts to bear the sweets away.

What they mean is this, that all existent beings are

C0mp0lim}eci Of two things, darkness and light, which

mv indistinguishably blended together. The light

belongs to the Invisible, and the darkness to the Sensi-

ble world
;
but the two are intimately connected, and

the former exercises a paramount influence upon the

latter. The object of man, according to them, is to

separate the light from the darkness, that its nature

and attributes may be understood, and in this consists

his Upward Progress.
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Although the light and the darkness can never

l>e entirely separated, for the one is as it were the

veil of the other, the light can be made to prevail, so

that its attributes may become manifest.

Now it is possible to separate thus far the

light from the darkness in certain cases
;

in the

bodies of men and animals, for instance, there are

certain organs always at work, whose sole object

is this separation. Thus, when food is introduced consists in

into the stomach, the liver receives the cream and
*j

h e

n

H

^
iara

essence of it and transmits it to the heart; the Light and

heart, in like manner, extracts the essence of this,

which is the life, and transmits it to the brain ;

lastly, the brain extracts the essence of this, and

transforms it into the elixir of life, the real light

of all.

The elixir evolved by the brain is the instinctive

spirit, and is as it were a lamp in a lantern
; but it

gives forth after all but a flickering and cloudy light,

arid man's object should therefore be to strengthen
and purify it by Renunciation and Contemplation,
until it give forth the true light which is the Spirit

of Humanity. When man has attained to this he

necessarily becomes free from all that is evil, and is

adorned instead with every good and noble quality.

The body of man is like a lantern, the Vegetative Man liken-

Spirit is the lamp, the Animal Spirit is the wick, ^
l

n
*?

a

the Instinctive Spirit the oil, and the Spirit of Hu-

manity the fire that kindles all.
"

\rerily its oil

would almost shine even though no fire kindled it.*'

(Cor. cap. 24, v. 35). In other words, the Instinctive
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Spirit should feed and supply the Spirit of Humanity,
as the oil feeds and supplies the flame in a lump.

The Traveller must aim at completing this lamp,

so that his heart may be illumined, and he may see

things as they really are. When the Spirit of Hu-

manity a "light upon light" (Cor. cap. 24, v. 85)

has thus kindled the Instinctive Spirit, God "guideth
whom He pleaseth to His own light" (idem), that

is, to the divine light of His own nature, reaching

which the Traveller's Upward Progress is complete ;

for
" from Him they spring, arid unto Him return."

CHAPTER V.

CONCLUSION.

THE words quoted in the first chapter,
" I am a

hidden treasure, and I would fain be known," form

the basis of the whole system of Sufiistic speculation.

Considering the entire universe merely as a manifes-

tation of God, produced by the agency of intelligence

directly proceeding from Him, they rightly surmise

that this intelligence is the only means by which He
can be known.

Now man being with them the most perfect en-

tity in the universe^ is clearly the instrument by
which the object of its creation is to be accomplished ;

but this object is that God should be known, and He
can only be known through intelligence ;

therefore

the attainment of this intelligence is the final aim of

man.
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But as man sprung from the Intelligence which Develop-

originated the Universe, and should, as has been just

stated, tend to the same, the Sufis proceed to con- tem,

sider his existence as a circle meeting in the Intelli-

gence which reveals the Godhead. This circle they
divide into two arcs, the former called Descent (nur-

z&l), includes every stage, from the first scintillation

from the original intelligence to the full development
of man's reasoning powers ;

the latter arc, called As-

cent ^ur&j), includes every stage, from his first use of

reason for its true purpose to his final reabsorption
into the Divine intelligence. This is what is meant

when they speak of the Origin and Return of

Man.

The Ascent, or upward progress, naturally pre- idea of the

sents itself to the Sufiistic mind in the form of a
^f

"r"

journey, and the doctrines which profess to describe

it are accordingly called the road (tarikat).

When a man possessing the necessary require- The Tdlib,

ments of fully developed reasoning powers turns

them for a resolution of his doubts and uncertainties

concerning the real nature of the Godhead, he is

called a Ttttib, or Searcher after God.

If he manifest a further inclination to prosecute The J/wi

his inquiry according to their system, he is called a
[e

wcl "

Murid, or One who inclines.

Placing himself then under the spiritual instruc- The &

tion of some eminent leader of the sect, he is fairly j r̂

l

started upon his journey, and becomes a Sdlik or

Traveller, whose whole business in after-life is suluk,

devotion, (or, as the word signifies, the prosecution
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of his journey,) to the end that he may ultimately

arrive at the krowledge of God.

it stage, Here he is exhorted to serve God as the first step
Worship. towan|s a know ie(l<re Of Him

;
this is the first stage

of his journey, and is called 'Ab&diyat, Service or

Worship.
<l stage, When in answer to his prayers the Divine influ-

ove*

ence or Attraction has developed his inclination into

love of God, he is said to have reached the stage

called 'Ishk, Love.

3rd stage, rpj^g Divine Love expelling all worldly desires
Seclusion. . .

L

f
J

from his heart, leads him to the next stage, called

Zuhd, or Seclusion.

4th stage, Occupying himself henceforward with contempla-

icdge.
tions and the investigations of those metaphysical

theories concerning the nature, attributes, and

of God, which have been described in the Second Part

of this treatise, he reaches his next stage, which is

\ that of Mar ijut, Knowledge.
5th stage, Now this assiduous contemplation of startling me-

taphysical theories is exceedingly attractive to an

Oriental mind, and not unfrequently produces a state

of mental excitement akin to the phenomena ob-

served during the recent religious revivals. Such

ecstatic state is considered a sure prognostication of

direct illumination of the heart by God, and consti-

tutes the next stage, Wejd or Hal, Ecstasy.
6th stage, During this stage he is supposed to receive a

revelation of the true nature of the Godhead, and

to have reached the stage called Hakikat, or The
Truth.
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He is then said to proceed to the stage of Jam ;th sta-^

or Wasl, direct Union with God.

Further than this he cannot go, but pursues his Last

habit of self-denial and contemplation until his death,

which is, however, merely looked upon as a total re-

absorption into the Deity, forming the consummation

of Ins Journey, the last stage designated Faud, Ex-

tinction.

That stage in which lie is said to have attained The Inio

to the Love of God is the point of view from which

the Snfiistic poets love to discuss the doctrines of l

their sect
;
with them man is the Lover, God the

Beloved One, and the journey above described is

referred to allegorically as the distance which sepa-

rates the lover from the object of his affection. The

glossary which I have appended to this work will

enable the student of Hafiz and other Sufiistic writers

to interpret for himself the Mystical Poems of the

East.

Thus far have we followed the Traveller upon his

trackless path through every mystery, human and

divine. But one thing now remains
;
if we, like him,

aspire to reach the goal we must cast away the pride

of intellect and boasted knowledge, and kneeling be-

fore the throne of God in humble thankfulness for

the light He hath already vouchsafed, ask Him for

guidance and protection who alone is
" the light and

life of men/
1





APPENDIX.

GLOSSARY
OF TECHNICAL AND ALLEGORICAL EXPRESSIONS

IN USB AMONG THE SUFI POETS.

(A. Arabic. P. Persian.)

P. jjh abru. The eyebrow. The miracles of

Moses.

A. J>~
ijtimtf. Collection. Man's sole desire

being concentrated in a longing after

God.

A. ^ asfdr. Journeys. There are four jour-

neys undertaken by the Sufi Traveller.

1. The journey to God. See Part I.

Chapter I. 2. The journey to God
whilst journeying in God. 3. The

upward progress and actual meeting
with the Deity. 4. The journey to

God whilst journeying from God for

the recovery of sinners.

A. f&*\
ialdm. Islamism. Resignation. Sub-

mission to the decrees of God.

A. c^sJl alast. "Art thou notT The words

uttered by the voice of God, "Art

thou not My creature V
1 See nidd.

A. C^-^W andnfyat. Egotism.
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P. c>*^ angusht. Finger. God's all-compre-

hending power.

A. ^UM iindn. Faith. Finding God.

/x_

p. <Uul (Tina. Mirror. The human heart. Mir-

rors in the East were of metal, hence

the frequent occurrence of such ex-

pressions as "polish thy mirror,"

meaning
"
purify thy heart/'

P. ifJy Idda. New wine. Divine love.

P. jjV Mzu. Arm. God's Will.

A. J^V bdtil False. All that is not God.

p. O^b bdmddd. Morning. The last stage of

the journey.

P. O^ but. Idol. God as the ohject of con-

templation.

P. Ll^-a^>c^ but parast. Idol-worshipper. A con-

templative devotee.

A. *]/*\U^**l
baitu 7 hardm. The Holy of Holies.

In Sufi poetry it represents the Per-

fect Man.

A. (jwJJUo^ baitu 7 mucaddas. The House of Ho-

liness. Ordinarily used to designate

the Temple at Jerusalem, but in Sufi-

istic language, a heart unpolluted by

earthly love.
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pdkbdtf,. Purity. Inclination towards

holiness without expecting reward or

promotion, but rather seeking after

God for His own sake.

P. j^J peder. Father. God's purpose of reve-

lation.

P. ^J^i peshdni. Forehead. The path of in-

quiry into the mysteries of a future

state. See hablu
J

l matin.

A. LT"^ tajalli. Appearance. Every mystery
that is revealed to the heart.

P.
\~ij)

tarsd. Pagan. The revelation of God's

majesty. See jemdl.

P. <l&Ly tarsd-bachcha. A young Pagan. The

Germ of the state called Hal, q. v.

A. c->j*3J tasawwuf. Sufiism. The purification

(tasfiyeh) of the heart from earthly

mists. See tfina.

A. <Gy*J tafrikdh. Distraction. Pondering upon
God's general disposition and arrange-

ment in the universe.

A. *3J^y tauhid. Unity. The Nature of God.

p. ^l>- jdn. Soul. Darling. The manifesta-

tions of the Beloved (God).

p. ^V" jdndn. Darling of darlings. A constant

mistress. God, the concentration of

stability.

7
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A, JfcU- jdhil. Ignorant. Worldly.

A. ^^" jazbah. Attraction. The nearer ap-

proach of man to his Maker, through

His Grace,

A. ^^ jar\ A draught, The mysteries of the

various stages of the journey, or, ac-

cording to some, everything that is

hidden from the disciple's understand-

ing during his prosecution of the jour-

ney (cJjL).

A. cJ^f* jMl. Majesty. That which veils God

from human sight.

A. J "
jctmdl. Beauty. Manifestation of the

Majesty of the Beloved One (God),

A. J~*^ jam
1

. Collection. The unity of God.

A.
j-*jsiij*i>. jam 'u

}

ljam\ In Arabic grammar the

plural of a plural. The high position

of the Perfect Man.

p ^Ul>- chdh i zanakh. A dimple in the chin.A .

^y v
A

The secret mystery of beholding God,

p. JL>- chashm. The eye. The beauty of Joseph.>-

liajj. Pilgrimage. The prosecution of

the journey by devotion alone. See

Part I. Chapter iv.
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A. JU- hdl State. Ecstasy. The beatific state

Winced by continued contemplation
of God. This is considered to be a

divine gift, and a sure prognostication

of speedily arriving at The Truth.

A.
j^jXjUjlJ^s*.

hablu, 7 matin. The strong rope. Ac-

knowledging the Unity of God.

A.
(i7*

u>" hum. Beauty. The concentration of

perfection, in One Nature.

A. c^~*x>- hikmat. Wisdom. Metaphysics. Com-

prehension of the mysteries of Nature.

A. Jb- Hacc. The Truth. God.

hakikat. Truth. Determination of the

Nature of God.

A. c&^s &*> Jiakikatu 'I hakd-ik. Truth of Truths.

The Nature of God as comprising all

truth.

P. aU~)JU- khdl i siydJi. A black mole (considered

a great beauty in the East). The

future state.

P.
<^V!r^ khartibdt. Tavern. The stage in which

the Traveller is immersed in the

Divine mysteries.

khirkah. The patched and ragged gar-

ment of a religious recluse. Comeli-

ness and soundness of principle.
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A,P. j*~>
i khatt i sabz. Yerdure. Down just ap-

pearing upon the cheek. The state

of limbo, barzaJch
(cf.

Sale's Goran,

chap. xxm. note u).

A. (J$&> khald-ik. Tempers. Peoples. God's at-

tribute of Power.

P. t_
}f**

kham i s^?/** A twisting curl. Joy of

the heart at knowing God 1

.

P. b\* Wdhar. Sister. Bevelation.

ddkhil u khdrij. Entrance and exit.

Drunkenness and Intoxication, see

masti.

P. c***> dost. Hand. God's attribute of Power.

A. *jj^ ddkikak Tittle. Probation.

A. y^ dunyd. The world. Anything that hin-

ders man from seeking after God.

A. j>& dair. Monastery. The world of Hu-

manity.

1 Tholuck in his SUFISMUB (Berolini, MDCCCXXI), p. 105, explains

this as follows:
" Cinrinnorum circuli, Sic divina dicunt mysteria,

nemini prater Deum ipsum note." This, however, is the interpre-

tation of zulf (tresses), not kham i zidf. The verse quoted above,

in page 41,

"One glimpse I gave them of my glorious face,"

affords a good illustration of this. The words of the original being

"I showed them a hair's point of my truses
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Religion. Belief arising from the

stage called tafrikah, q. v.

P. J&A daMn. Mouth. An attribute of God
as speaking with man,

P. J\MJ rukhsdr. The cheek, Cosmos.

P. ^^J rindi. Profligacy. Thinking no more

of human conventionalities.

P.
*jjj

ruza. Fasting. The stage called wasl

(q. v.),
in which the Traveller abandons

the world.

P. v^j *"% Face. The manifestation of the

Deity as comprehending all things.

Also The Mirror in which the God-

head is reflected. See Part II. Chap. 5.

A. &b\j zdhid. A Recluse.

P. cJlj zulf. Tresses. The mystery of the God-

' head.

A. j\Jj zunndr. The sacred Cord worn by the

Magi The Brahminical Thread. A
mistress* ringlet; hence allegorically

by the Sufia, the yearning after the

appearance of the Beloved One (God).

P. &j zanakh. The chin. The point at which

one beholds God.

A. A&j zuhd. Abstinence. Forsaking the outer

world and giving oneself up entirely

to contemplation,
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A. AtU sd 'id. Arm. God's attribute of Might

A.
L5*

*^' Cupbearer. The appearance of Di-

vine Love which calls for thankfulness.

P.
(j^

3
sukhan. Speech. The warnings of God.

A,
jS~> safr. A journey. Turning the attention

towards God.

sawdd u'l wajhi fi *d ddrain.

Blackening the face (i.e. disgrace) in

both worlds. Complete self-denial im-

plying the state of him who performs

the last of the "four journeys" de-

scribed under asfar.

P. (Xblfc sMhid. Mistress. The appearance of

The Truth (God).

P. al&lxl shabdngdk. A Night lodging. The last

stage on the Journey.

A. ^J/-* shardb. Drink, Wine. The domination

of Divine Love over the heart.

A. P. 4}U-C.->^ shardb khdna. Wine shop. The invisi-

ble world.

A. -*-2> sham*. Candle. The Divine Light kin*

dling the torch of the Traveller. See

candil.

p.
j^-2*

shor. Disturbance. Noise. Intercourse

between God and man.

A. fc>j&
shuhtid. Gaze. The unobstructed vision

of the Godhead.
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A. U* sabd. The Zephyr. The breathings of

the Spirit.

A. i^+& ttfat. Obedience. Righteousness. The

Knowledge of God.

A. u-5^lt 'drif. Knowing. One gifted by God

with a thorough knowledge of His

Nature, Works and Attributes.

Lover. Man.

A. CJ^Xa-JU tilam i jubrut. The World of Powers.

The names and attributes of God.

The visible, invisible and future

worlds.

A. Cl^kc. 'ishrat. Pleasure. Joy in the Lord.

A. jl& ghdr. A hollow. Jealousy. Turning the

heart towards God.

A. jU>c ghammdz. One who throws side glances.

The turning of the heart towards

God.

JirdgJiat. Rest. Devotion to things of

this world.

Jtrdk. Separation. Not recognizing the

unity of God.

fand. Vanishing. The total annihila-

tion of self in the contemplation of

God.

A. AUj^Ui fand e tamdm. Complete disappearance.

Total annihilation and absorption of

self in the contemplation of God.

Death.
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A. JjlS cdtil. Skyer. The first manifestation

of desire on the part of man and of

attraction on the part of God.

A. JjJj catU. Slain
(as by the arrows of a mis-

tress' glance). Acceptable to God.

A. Jj cadh. Goblet. Time.

A. c-^ calb. Heart. The intermediate state

between the illumination of the reason

and the soul by the Divine Light

A. Ji^ candU. Torch or Candle. The heart of

the Traveller kindled by Divine Love.

A. yio kdfir. Unbeliever. One who has reached

the stage called tafrikah^ q. v.

A. j kibr. Haughtiness. ThegrandeurofGod.

A. ....J^C
AJO kitdb i mubin. The perspicuous book.

In the Goran it signifies the contents

of the eternal tablet on which that

revelation was inscribed and which is

also called
j5.

With the Sufis it

stands for the heart of the Perfect

Man.

A. *J* ka'ba. The Temple at Mecca, to which

the Mohammedans turn their faces

in prayer. The state called wasl, q.v.

A, J& kufr. Unbelief. The darkness of the

stations on the road.

P. jU Jctndr. Embrace- Discovery of the mys-

teries of the Godhead.
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P L/y </w^. Ear. Capacity for receiving the

words of God by pursuing knowledge.

Sometimes it means knowledge itself,

exoteric and esoteric.

P. f"^ gisu. Ringlet. Details of the mysteries

of divinity.

A, ClJjJbS Idhtit. Divinity. Life permeating all

things.

A. *-7"J lubb. Pith. Intelligence sanctified and

purified from doubts and suspicions.

P. c-JL.^ lab lab. Brimful. Drinking in the Light
of God and having the gaze riveted

upon Him.

P. A. J*5L.J lab i Id"I. A ruby lip. The unheard

but understood words of God 1

. Con-

science.

A. ju\* mddar. Mother. The tablets on which

the Coran is said to have been in-

scribed from all eternity; called by

the Arabs C_> ujnmu 'I Kttdb,
" The Mother of The Book/'

A, Jl!U misdl. Fiction, The stage in which

the Traveller arrives at a Comprehen-
sion of the unity of God.

A. ^JJAS? makhmtiri. Drunkenness. Returning

from the stage called wuaul (see wasl),

by way of cessation.

1 Of. the answer of the Delphic oracle to Croesus, Herod. I. 47. 4:

U, KOl 0& (JHOVtVV
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A.
*+*\r* murdkibeh. Observation. Rejecting

conventionalities, and penetrating

deeply into the truths of Religion.

P. (-;< marg. Death. Eternal life.
" Mors

janua vitae"

mazid. Increase. The state of man,

A.
^f*****

masti. Intoxication. Escaping from

the domination of Love.

A. C-J^o mutrib. Musician. The pir or elder

who expounds the laws of God to his

disciples.

A. -k*'* mashuk. The beloved one. God.

P. (j^* Mughdn. Magians. Christian monks,

confounded with fire-worshippers by
the Mohammedans. See tarsd.

P. tjsJ^o mugh-bachcha. Young Magian. See

tarsd bachcha.

A. LJ^ mughni. Independent. Confessing the

unity of God.

A. iXsr* mulhid. Heretic. Pedant. Being learned

in Theology.

A. (j^b^ muwdfik. Complaisant. See mulhid.

P. ^U miydn. Middle. Waist. The state of

the Traveller when nothing remains

to veil from him the Glories of God.

P. ^U-i^ mat bhdna. Tavern. The dominion ot

Divine Love.
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P. X^j*< maikedeh. Wine-house. That stage of

the journey" in which inclination in

developed into love by the effect of

prayer (see Part I. Chap. v,).

A. d^ybU ndhtit. The channel through which

Idhdt flows, q. v.

A. ^--^ ndbuwat. Prophecy. Knowing and

proclaiming the truths of Godhead.

A. ^Jo nidd. Voice. The voice of God calling

in the heart and constituting Attrac-

tion. See jazba.

A. *X*j wajd. Ecstasy. See hdL

A, <J-*j wasl. Meeting. The unity of God ;

also the mean between the external

and the internal. Seeing God face to

face.

A. C^Jj wakt. Time. Fixing the thoughts upon

mortality.

A. O*$j wtidyat. Saintship. Perseverance in

the contemplation of God. See^/a?^/

see also Part III. Chapter I.

well. Saint. One who has given him-

self up entirely to contemplation. See

fand.

Jiawd. Desire. A yearning after the

future life kindled by God in the heart

man.

(Greek). SjJUfc hayula. 'H
\>X.rj.

Materials. First prin-

ciples.
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